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ABSTRACT

The rapid deployment of autonomous vehicle (AV) technology will undoubtedly have a significant impact on public safety services, including law enforcement agencies. Law enforcement can embrace AV technology, with the advent of autonomous police vehicles (APVs). The APV is designed with standard AV technology but is also packaged with complementary technologies, including an integrated unmanned aircraft system (UAS), facial recognition, thermal imaging, automated license plate readers, and gunshot detection systems. The anticipated benefits and unintended consequences of emerging technologies, such as the APV, are not always assessed by law enforcement. Thus, the goal of this thesis was to determine the likely impacts on law enforcement of the deployment of the APV. This thesis examined emerging AV technologies and complementary technologies, and analyzed plausible future scenarios to lend insight to public safety executives on the changing roles, mission, and tasks law enforcement officers may encounter. This thesis determined that the APV benefits to law enforcement, such as improving officer efficiency and officer safety likely outweigh the trepidations. This thesis recommends that law enforcement agencies should find a void to fill when the APV becomes realized. This void may only present itself once the APV is in service and fully functional; thus, law enforcement agencies should be mindful of this possible void in order to pivot for sustained future success.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADS</td>
<td>automated driving systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPR</td>
<td>automated license plate reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APV</td>
<td>autonomous police vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>autonomous vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVRI</td>
<td>autonomous vehicle readiness index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBP</td>
<td>Customs and Border Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoE</td>
<td>Center of Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPS</td>
<td>Community Oriented Policing Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA</td>
<td>Drug Enforcement Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Department of Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOJ</td>
<td>Department of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUI</td>
<td>driving under the influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTO</td>
<td>drug trafficking organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>emergency medical service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLIR</td>
<td>forward looking infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFSTA</td>
<td>International Fire Service Training Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS</td>
<td>intracavity laser spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq and Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>information technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIDAR</td>
<td>light detection and ranging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT</td>
<td>mobile digital terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFPA</td>
<td>National Fire Protection Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHTSA</td>
<td>National Highway Traffic Safety Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIJ</td>
<td>National Institute of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVC</td>
<td>night vision camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCSO</td>
<td>Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIT</td>
<td>precision immobilization technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDW</td>
<td>Road Transport Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSBT</td>
<td>sensor, surveillance, and biometric technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sUAS</td>
<td>small unmanned aircraft systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV</td>
<td>sport utility vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTWS</td>
<td>through-the-wall sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>unmanned aircraft system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPS</td>
<td>United States Postal Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBIED</td>
<td>vehicle borne improvised explosive device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Technology, like art, is a soaring exercise of the human imagination.

—Daniel Bell, American sociologist

In the past several years, the autonomous vehicle has evolved from a possibility to an inevitability. AV technology will undoubtedly impact public safety services, including law enforcement agencies. Law enforcement can embrace AV technology with the advent of autonomous police vehicles (APVs). The APV is designed with standard AV technology but is also packaged with complementary technologies including an integrated unmanned aircraft system (UAS), facial recognition, thermal imaging, automated license plate readers, air sampling devices and gunshot detection systems. The APV can be used by law enforcement agencies to conduct surveillance or “patrol autonomously based upon current threats, criminality patterns, or community requests.”¹

Law enforcement agencies have an abundance of technological opportunities, such as “analytics, artificial intelligence, and the Internet of Things.”² Law enforcement agencies must identify the “technologies and practices with the most potential for improving public safety.”³ Although the APV is in its infancy in the United States, it is a technology with the ability to improve public safety. Emerging technologies, such as the APV, have typically had a favorable impact, but the anticipated benefits and unintended consequences on police officers are not always assessed beforehand.⁴ These effects are

³ Hollywood et al., 1.
⁴ Hollywood et al., 2.
often missed by law enforcement agencies due to a “lack of implementation plans and procedures.”

The goal of this thesis is to assist law enforcement agencies preparing for the future implementation of the APV by lending insight to public safety executives on the changing roles, mission, and tasks law enforcement officers may encounter. This goal is accomplished by examining emerging AV technologies, complementary technologies and analyzing plausible future scenarios. This thesis gives the reader an understanding of the potential intended and unintended consequences of APV implementation and its impact on the law enforcement officer.

The APV would ostensibly benefit law enforcement in many ways, such as by improving officer efficiency, officer safety, fugitive searches, rescue operations, community policing, and public safety communications. However, several potential APV concerns have also been raised. Some of these trepidations include privacy and legal drawbacks, as well as the potential to weaponize the APV. The positive effects of the APV appear to outweigh the shortcomings, and thus, it is only a matter of time before the APV is implemented by law enforcement agencies. However, prior to this implementation, law enforcement agencies must consider what the unintended consequences of the APV may be. These unintended consequences may be a reduced law enforcement workforce that has enhanced information technology (IT) skills, but a reduced practical skillset. While not a specific issue for some, law enforcement agencies should be aware of these factors to mitigate any potential concerns.

Not anticipating and understanding these factors can be detrimental for law enforcement agencies implementing the APV. Research has shown that other public organizations, such as fire departments, have adapted to new technologies in their field by identifying a void that needs to be filled. The APV will ultimately have a significant impact on law enforcement agencies with endless opportunities while at the same time reducing the risk to its officers, therefore, this thesis recommends that law enforcement agencies should find a void to fill when the APV becomes realized. This void may only

---

5 Hollywood et al., 1.
present itself once the APV is in service and fully functional; thus, law enforcement agencies should be mindful of this possible void in order to pivot for sustained future success.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous vehicle (AV) technology is rapidly evolving, with one estimate suggesting 100,000 such vehicles will be navigating American streets and roadways by the year 2021. In the past several years, the AV has evolved from a possibility to an inevitable reality. Waymo, the company developed from Google’s self-driving car project, has AVs that have been driven over seven million miles in six states and 25 cities. In December 2018, Waymo started its commercial self-driving vehicle service in Phoenix, AZ that allowed its vehicles to be hailed by a 24-hour a day app. Waymo will be expanding its commercial self-driving service in the next few years, although its initial monopoly on the AV has already disappeared. Tesla has been testing AVs that have accumulated over 1.2 billion miles in Autopilot since October 2015. Audi, BMW, GM, Nissan, Volvo, Bosch, Daimler, and Continental are just some of the other auto manufacturers investing in AV technology. Startups, such as May Mobility and Drive.ai, as well as the ride-sharing companies Uber and Lyft, are also entering the AV market. AV technology is forging ahead and by all accounts is here to stay.

It is widely assumed that AVs will be safer and more efficient than human drivers because they will be equipped to monitor driving conditions continually on the roadways,
which will cause fewer traffic collisions and traffic violations. AV technology will also undoubtedly impact public safety services, including law enforcement agencies. With both driverless and human-operated vehicles on the roadways, law enforcement agencies will have to adapt to and plan for this emerging technology with revised traffic enforcement and patrol procedures.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In addition to responding to the presence of automated vehicles on the road, law enforcement can also embrace the technology themselves, with autonomous police vehicles (APVs). APVs can be used as a “mobile observation” platform outfitted with “cameras, license plate readers, radar, and gunshot detection systems.” Law enforcement agencies can also use them to conduct surveillance or “patrol autonomously based upon current threats, criminality patterns, or community requests.” Small-scale APVs were first introduced in the summer of 2017, when the Dubai Police Department unveiled autonomous self-driving miniature police vehicles. These autonomous patrol vehicles come packed with technology that “patrol[s] the city to boost security and hunt[s] for unusual activity.” They also operate while being unoccupied and use biometric software to scan for known criminals and persons of interest. These vehicles are being used in place of human police officers in certain regions within the city to augment the police

---

10 Cowper and Levin.
12 Puthuparampil.
force.\textsuperscript{14} The introduction of the small-scale APV is the first step in augmenting Dubai’s police department, which wants 25 percent of the department to be autonomous, and eventually, to “police without policemen,” by utilizing police vehicles, robots, and advanced technologies to enforce the law.\textsuperscript{15} The Dubai Police Department’s progression to eliminate police officers through advanced technologies may be indicative of an emerging trend.

In January 2018, the Ford Motor Company was issued a patent for an APV that can operate “in lieu of or in addition to human police officers.”\textsuperscript{16} The APV will be able to identify violations of traffic laws and automatically maneuver behind the offender to initiate a traffic stop.\textsuperscript{17} While the APV is idle, “it may learn to park where violations of traffic can be viewed.”\textsuperscript{18} Ford’s patent has not yet come to fruition, yet it indicates a potential law enforcement technological shift towards AVs in the United States. Police officer functions, tasks, and future missions may ultimately change with the implementation of the APV.

Law enforcement agencies have an abundance of technological opportunities, such as “analytics, artificial intelligence, and the Internet of Things.”\textsuperscript{19} Law enforcement agencies must recognize the “technologies and practices with the most potential for improving public safety.”\textsuperscript{20} Although the APV is in the infancy stage of development and not yet realized in the United States, it is a technology with the ability to improve public safety. Emerging technologies, such as the APV, have typically had a favorable impact


\textsuperscript{18} Joe.


\textsuperscript{20} Hollywood et al., 1.
when implemented; however, the unanticipated benefits and the unintended consequences on police officers are not always assessed. These results are often missed by law enforcement agencies due to a “lack of implementation plans and procedures.” This thesis course corrects and assists law enforcement agencies preparing for the future implementation of the APV.

B. RESEARCH QUESTION

What are the likely impacts on law enforcement from the deployment of APVs?

C. LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review is an evaluation of the most relevant literature currently available on the use of an APV platform. Due to the limited operation worldwide of such a platform, much of the research revolves around complementary technologies that have been implemented in the law enforcement community, such as the unmanned aircraft system (UAS) and wireless sensor networks. These technologies have been successfully developed in many law enforcement agencies, which ultimately impacts the mission of the law enforcement officer. The literature comes from several sources, such as professional journals, government reports, experts from within the field of sensor networks, official U.S. federal agency websites, and global think tanks, such as the RAND Corporation.

1. Autonomous Vehicle Technology

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has written extensively on the use of automated driving systems (ADS) in the United States. Their research is invaluable because it sets the federal guidelines for AVs. The NHTSA’s current report, released in 2018, expands the scope of their previous reports to include all surface on-road transportation systems. Additionally, their report provides an overview

21 Hollywood et al., 2.
22 Hollywood et al., 1.
of vehicle safety for automated vehicles and discusses the evolution (five eras) of automated safety technologies. Most importantly, NHTSA provides a taxonomy of the levels of driving automation, which ranges from “Level 0 (no driving automation)” to “Level 5 (full driving automation).” These level definitions are used to create a consistent framework to describe the full range of driving automation equipped on motor vehicles. These levels set the standard for the future development of APVs, as all AVs, regardless of the platform, must follow these guidelines. Essentially, NHTSA’s reports and guidelines must be included in all future research and expansions of AVs.

Bel Geddes made the first promise of AVs in 1939 during a Futurama exhibition at the New York’s World Fair. Geddes speculated, as does the bulk of the early AV and robotics literature, on what “society would look like in [the] future.” However, the majority of the early research focused on how automation would drastically change the processes in an industrial factory. Royakkers and Rinie van Est, writing in 2015, deviate from this research and focused “on how the use of robotics outside the factory will change our lives over the coming decades.” They argue that robotics no longer applies to just factory applications, as robotics are being used in a more complicated and complex ways, as automation covers everything from “love to war.” Royakkers and Est’s exploration of robotics is relevant, as it identifies that the law enforcement field is an essential domain in expanding the technology. They estimate AVs will be fully functioning in the next 10 years. Additionally, they discern that the development of the “police robot” is making considerable headway in the United States, specifically in “carrying out surveillance and disarming explosives.” While their

27 Royakkers and van Est., 557.
28 Royakkers and van Est., 549.
29 Royakkers and van Est., 570.
30 Royakkers and van Est., 550.
31 Royakkers and van Est., 558.
research does not discuss APVs, it makes the argument that both the robot car and police robot are essential technologies that law enforcement must be prepared for in the near future. John S. Hollywood, Dulani Woods, and Richard S. Silberglitt further the argument that law enforcement agencies must tap into existing technologies to strengthen criminal justice. Their report, written in 2015, highlights the results submitted from a panel of law enforcement experts during a criminal justice workshop. They specifically discuss how privacy, civil rights, and security risks of emerging technologies must be addressed by law enforcement agencies. While not germane to APVs, Hollywood, Woods, and Silberglitt’s research discusses the concept of operations of new technologies, which is applicable to APV implementation.

James M. Anderson et al. were some of the first to discuss both the opportunities and barriers of AVs. Anderson et al. are researchers for the RAND Corporation, which has provided a significant contribution to research in the advanced technologies field. Anderson et al. discuss both the benefits and drawbacks of AV technology, who observe that the technology “offers the possibility of fundamentally changing transportation.” However, they recognize that AV technology has liability implications. They determine that while more research will be needed, the liability may shift from the driver to the manufacturer in future traffic collisions, depending on what regulatory schemes arise with this emerging technology. Their research on AVs is essential to both state and federal policymakers on the issues that the technology raises. This research will also extend to law enforcement decision makers contemplating APV technology.

Daniel J. Fagnant and Kara Kockelman have expanded on Anderson et al.’s research. They argue that the benefits of AVs significantly outweigh the costs. Fagnant

---

33 Hollywood et al., 1.
35 Anderson et al., xiii.
36 Anderson et al., 111–132.
37 Anderson et al., 115.
and Kockelman conclude that the opportunities presented by AV are many, such as “averting deadly crashes, providing critical mobility to the elderly and disabled, increasing road capacity, saving fuel, and lower emissions.” Another benefit realized by the team is that the “passenger compartment may be transformed” to allow passengers to focus on other activities rather than driving, which increases the productivity of the workforce to complete tasks during their previously unproductive commute times. Fagnant and Kockelman acknowledge potential barriers, such as privacy, legal, and security concerns. Specific to security concerns, Fagnant and Kockelman identify computer hackers, terrorist organizations, and hostile nations as potential threats to AVs. However, they determine that having a robust defense against such attacks will limit the advent of such an occurrence. Even though Fagnant and Kockelman’s article does not provide a law enforcement or public safety perspective, their research is critical to the further development of the APV because it provides a framework for how AVs should be studied going forward.

Aristotle Wolfe’s AV thesis discusses the unintended consequences of the technology in great detail. Written in 2017, his thesis studies how AVs will impact traffic enforcement by law enforcement agencies. Wolfe predicts that an unintended consequence will be “a diminished capacity for police to detect and deter crime in the same ways they do today.” Wolfe also determines that additional unintended consequences may be “increased contraband traffic” and “weaponization.” This research is noteworthy, as significant value is added to the argument of APVs, and how law enforcement agencies must adapt to the emerging technology in the next few years.

---


39 Fagnant and Kockelman, 168.

40 Fagnant and Kockelman, 177.

41 Fagnant and Kockelman, 177.


43 Wolfe, xvii.

44 Wolfe, 71.
The majority of the literature does not specifically address APVs, which is why Robert Finkelstein and Rob Davis’ white paper, written in 2017, may be the most meaningful research conducted on the technology. The researchers teamed up with Robotic Technology Inc., and the non-profit Police Foundation, respectively, to determine whether law enforcement opportunities were available within AV technology. They conclude that law enforcement agencies “must take advantage of the benefits of the technology with their fleets of autonomous police cruisers and other vehicles.”

Finkelstein and Davis predict that within the next several years, law enforcement agencies will start purchasing AVs as an inexpensive tool to replace or supplement officers on “foot, horses, or bicycles, or in patrol cars.”

Furthermore, Finkelstein and Davis surmise that law enforcement strategies, procedures, and polices will change to optimize the new technology. The researchers also acknowledge the AV has characteristics advantageous to law enforcement agencies. Specifically, they conclude the APV can be operated staffed or unstaffed. Operating staffed or unstaffed allows an autonomous law enforcement fleet to be designed to “share sensory perception and decision-making among themselves” or with a human operator. Finkelstein and Davis also coined the term “Walk n’ Roll,” which describes how a foot patrol police officer could be teamed with an APV to provide “superior community-centered” policing.

The research on APVs is in its infancy and will continue to expand in the coming years as researchers are only beginning to realize the potential benefits of the technology to the law enforcement community. The majority of these studies are by researchers conducting autonomous and emerging vehicle technologies. While the overall literature does not address the benefits and limitations of the AVP, assumptions can be drawn from

---


46 Finkelstein and Davis, 5.

47 Finkelstein and Davis, 5.

48 Finkelstein and Davis, 6.

49 Finkelstein and Davis, 6.

50 Finkelstein and Davis, 8.
the research as to how the technology can be utilized. Further studies are needed to understand fully the complexity of the AVP and its impact on law enforcement agencies.

2. Complementary Technologies

The first use of a UAS was by the military for “dull, dirty, or dangerous” missions that put human pilots at a disadvantage or at risk during flight operations. The majority of the early literature discusses how a UAS can be controlled remotely by a ground operator or flown fully autonomously and the benefits of each. Within the last decade, the opportunities for the UAS have been realized by law enforcement agencies and the entire homeland security enterprise. The literature generally agrees that border security within the United States can be bolstered by the use of UAS platforms, but Christopher Bolkcom, writing in 2004, was one of the first to recognize the potential. Bolkcom worked as a specialist in military aviation for the Congressional Research Service. In addition to his work on the UAS, he has researched how air power influences counterinsurgency operations and how enemy defensive systems are effectively suppressed. His research recognizes how the UAS can benefit law enforcement agencies by filling a gap in border surveillance and security. Bolkcom identifies that a UAV “can provide precise and real-time imagery to a ground control operator, who would then disseminate that information so that informed decisions regarding the deployment of border patrol agents can be made quickly.” Bolkcom’s idea has become a reality as the Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is testing the use of the UAS today.

Rachel Finn and David Wright have also taken Bolkcom’s research a step further by arguing that UAS platforms can be used for “safety inspections, perimeter patrols

---


53 Bolkcom, 3.

around prisons and thermal imaging to check for cannabis being grown in roof lofts.”

Finn and Wright work for the London-based company Trilateral Research, which conducts research on advanced technologies. While the majority of their research focuses on how advanced technologies have or will impact Europe, their 2012 article on surveillance, ethics, and privacy identifies several key considerations for U.S. law enforcement agencies. They point out that UAS technology has the ability to employ wireless sensor networks to check for the growth of illegal drugs while also using separate sensors, such as license plate readers, to scan the license plates of speeding drivers. Finn and Wright also discuss how the UAS used by law enforcement agencies for surveillance, will affect privacy and other civil liberties in both the United States and the United Kingdom. U.S. law enforcement understand the concern over privacy; thus, they have messaged the public that “that they will not be spied upon by these unmanned drones.”

Adam Watt, Vincent Ambrosia, and Everett Hinkley’s article stands out among the wireless sensor network sources, as it discusses the benefits of using a UAS in great detail. Watt, Ambrosia, and Hinkley are environmental researchers specializing in interdisciplinary ecology. Their 2012 research article examines how a wireless sensor system can be used on a UAS for scientific research in remote locations. While they do not discuss the use of these sensor systems by law enforcement agencies, they identify how UAS platforms can be fitted with “simplified cameras or streaming video cameras in either daylight (color or B/W) or infrared (B/W) video.” Their article is extremely valuable, as it provides a more in-depth analysis than other sources of how sensor systems can be used successfully in civil applications.


56 Finn and Wright, 188.

57 Finn and Wright, 191.


59 Watts, Ambrosia, and Hinkley, 1678.
A general consensus in the literature states that a wireless sensor network can be applicable and beneficial to law enforcement agencies. However, Terry Bisbee and Daniel A. Pritchard, writing in 1997, were some of the first teams to identify the potential. Bisbee and Pritchard identify how specific wireless sensors “can solve many security assessment problems associated with the protection of high-value assets at military bases, secure installations, or commercial facilities.” Their research also demonstrates how thermal imagers can be used for surveillance during low light maneuvers without additional lighting. Bisbee and Pritchard worked for Sandia National Laboratories and have conducted several research studies on nonproliferation and emerging military technologies over the last two decades. While their focus was on researching and developing military technologies, they recognized how law enforcement agencies could benefit from thermal imagers due to the rapid development and greater accessibility of the technology. They also determined that a “vehicle mounted thermal imager” could be used by civilian law enforcement agencies. This application has been realized by law enforcement agencies today with the advanced use of FLIR (forward-looking infrared) devices.

Ferris et al. conducted early research on the practicality of fusing two sensor networks to solve the problem of concealed weapons detection. Ferris et al. determined that by combining infrared and millimeter-wave technologies, a wireless sensor platform could be used as a force multiplier for law enforcement agencies. Ferris et al. described the force multiplier as the “fusion of sensors with complementary capabilities.”

---


61 Bisbee and Pritchard, 1.

62 Bisbee and Pritchard, 1.


65 Ferris et al., 177.

66 Ferris et al., 177.
they only focused on the capability of two sensors and solving one problem, this research is the foundation for the application of a multilayered law enforcement wireless sensor network. Additionally, Ferris el al. discussed the practicality of using both active and passive sensors to detect concealed weapons. Their research determined both types of sensors would be successful when combined together, as a “synergistic union” would be created to detect concealed weapons.67

Ian F. Akyildiz, Tommaso Melodia, and Kaushik R. Chowdhury have taken the research of Ferris et al. a step further by arguing that wireless sensor networks could be used to “store, process in real-time, correlate, and fuse multimedia data originated from heterogeneous sources.”68 Their research identified that “with rapid improvements and miniaturization in hardware,” a network of wireless sensor devices could be used together to retrieve “video and audio streams, still images, and scalar sensor data from the physical environment.”69 Their examination of wireless sensor networks was critical in furthering law enforcement development of the technology to thwart criminal activity. They point out that wireless sensor technologies will support numerous law enforcement functions, such as “surveillance” and “traffic monitoring and enforcement.”70 Specifically, they concluded that a network of sensors could be used to “enhance and complement existing surveillance systems against crime and terrorist attacks.”71 Furthermore, they determined that a wireless sensor network could be used to “detect violations and transmit video streams to law enforcement agencies to identify the violator.”72 This idea of a wireless sensor network used as a force multiplier by law enforcement agencies is now recognized by several sources as an instrumental platform, which can be utilized in many applications.

67 Ferris et al., 177.
69 Akyildiz, Melodia, and Chowdhury, 1588.
70 Akyildiz, Melodia, and Chowdhury, 1588.
71 Akyildiz, Melodia, and Chowdhury, 1591.
72 Akyildiz, Melodia, and Chowdhury, 1591.
The article written by Du et al. stands out among the wireless sensor network sources, as it explores the benefits of using automatic license plate readers (ALPR) in great depth.\textsuperscript{73} Du et al. discuss the specific benefits of using this sensor and conclude that it plays a significant role for law enforcement agencies, such as in toll collection, traffic and parking enforcement, and road traffic monitoring.\textsuperscript{74} Their research is relevant to wireless sensor networks and its future capabilities, as it studies the pros and cons of ALPR systems over the last few decades. Additionally, their research categorizes existing license plate extracting methods that provide law enforcement agencies with a “systematic survey” of ALPR research upon which to draw.\textsuperscript{75} Du et al. also determined that “an effective ALPR system should have the ability to deal with multistyle plates, e.g., different national plates with different fonts and different syntax.”\textsuperscript{76} Until this discovery, little research had addressed this issue, as most ALPR systems do not have this capability. Even though their research primarily focused on APLR systems, it can be applied to other wireless sensors. Comparisons can be drawn in terms of the pros and cons to forecast future research for other sensors. Du el al. acknowledge that more ALPR research is needed and should be focused on future technologies, such as video-based ALPR techniques and high definition plate image processing.\textsuperscript{77}

Ericson et al., and Divyarajsinh N. Parmar and Brijesh B. Mehta have explored other uses for wireless sensor networks. Ericson et al., writing in 2014 for the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) sensor, surveillance, and biometric technologies (SSBT) Center of Excellence (CoE), identified a technological need for first responders to “sense the presence of persons through visually obscure barriers.”\textsuperscript{78} They recognized that the
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technology needed for this endeavor was through-the-wall sensors (TTWS). Specifically, they determined that the use of TTWS would enhance situational awareness for law enforcement personnel and firefighters during tactical operations. These tactical operations would include anything from rescue operations to building clearances. Their report is significant, as it “aims to educate practitioners on possible use-case scenarios and aid in evaluation, acquisition, and training related to deployed TTWS.” Parmar and Mehta, on the other hand, take a much more comprehensive look at wireless sensor networks, specifically, facial recognition methods and applications. While they acknowledge that facial recognition systems have been around for nearly 50 years, they determined that the technology still presents a challenge for law enforcement agencies in the field of image analysis and the security of information. Their article is extremely valuable, as it provides an inclusive look at facial recognition techniques, such as the holistic and hybrid matching methods. This article is a much more in-depth analysis than other sources of how biometric systems can be used in correlation with different matching methods.

A strong consensus in the literature reveals several law enforcement benefits in utilizing wireless network sensors; however, concerns about their vulnerabilities have been raised. Virmani et al. articulate these concerns in their 2014 article that focused on “routing attacks in wireless sensor networks.” Virmani et al. determined that “wireless sensor networks are susceptible to a variety of potential attacks which obstructs the normal operations of the network.” They identified that both passive and active attacks could bring down a wireless sensor network. Their research is important to law
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enforcement agencies, as it identifies three categories of passive attacks against privacy: eavesdropping, traffic analysis, and camouflage. This determination will assist law enforcement agencies and future researchers in developing counter measures to an attack on wireless sensor networks.

In addition to wireless network sensor vulnerability, legal concerns are associated with the technology. David J. Roberts and Meghann Casanova, writing in 2012, researched the legal considerations revolving around the ALPR. While a specific ALPR court case has not been litigated in the United States, the “capture, storage and retrieval of ALPR data” might promote legal and privacy concerns by the public.87 Roberts and Casanova studied court cases that “reference the variety of evolving technologies that increasingly enable law enforcement to track and record the movement of persons and vehicles without requiring the installation of special tracking devices.”88 Their examination of court cases established that more research would be needed to determine how ALPR data would be viewed and interpreted by the courts. However, their recommendations for law enforcement agencies were essential to the future deployment of the ALPR. They acknowledged that “ALPR technology is a significant tool,” but it must be accompanied by a “comprehensive agency policy” that addresses the deployment and objectives of the stored data.89 This research is crucial, as it crafts a strategy that can be applied to other wireless network sensors utilized by law enforcement agencies.

The research on wireless sensor networks and technology is a rich field, as many studies have taken place over the last several years. The majority of these studies are by researchers conducting research on a specific wireless sensor technology that can be applied to other technologies. While the overall literature interprets the benefits and concerns of these individual networks, a comprehensive law enforcement wireless network study has not been performed but may be beneficial for this research.
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D. RESEARCH DESIGN

The research in this thesis evaluated current AV technology to extrapolate the benefits and consequences of APV technology. Additionally, this thesis evaluated complementary technology and its impact on law enforcement personnel. Ultimately, the purpose of this thesis is to assess the impact APV technology has on the role of law enforcement officers and its effect on law enforcement staffing levels.

1. Data Sources

Since APV technology is in its infant stages, information has come mainly from industry publications, news reports, and technology blogs. However, data sources on AV technology can be used to draw comparisons. This data comes from existing literature including relevant academic sources and legal journals. UAS and wireless sensor network technologies and information comes from sources, such as professional journals, government reports, research from experts within the field of sensor networks, and official U.S. federal agency websites.

2. Analytical Steps

This research first examines AV technology to establish a baseline understanding of how this technology can apply to the APV. This study then focuses on complementary technologies, which make up the foundation of the APV platform. These technologies have been in use by the military and law enforcement agencies for several years and will provide insight into the future applicability of the APV in the law enforcement community. Once the applicability of the APV and complementary technologies has been discussed, this thesis extrapolates the benefits and concerns of APV implementation. Finally, the impact of APV technology on the future mission of the law enforcement officer is examined using scenario analysis. These scenarios include the following:

- Traffic stops
- Police pursuits
- Calls for service/response time
• Fugitive searches
• Community policing

These scenarios are not comprehensive but provide the most relevant examples of how the APV may impact the future role of the law enforcement officer. The findings from these scenarios are cross-referenced with the benefits and concerns of APV implementation for comparison. The findings section includes a general discussion of lessons learned from these scenarios, including potential unintended consequences of APV implementation.

3. Output

The output of this study lends insight to public safety executives on the changing roles, mission, and tasks law enforcement officers may encounter as a result of APV implementation, which is accomplished by examining emerging AV technologies and analyzing plausible future scenarios. This thesis gives the reader an understanding of the potential unintended consequences of APV implementation and its impact on the law enforcement officer.

E. CHAPTER SUMMARY

Technological innovations are changing the way law enforcement agencies operate on a daily basis. While it may have been unimaginable a few years ago, technologies, such as the UAS, augmented reality, and biometrics have manifested, forever changing law enforcement. Additionally, emerging technologies, such as big data, analytics, the Internet of things (IoT), and artificial intelligence are trends that will likely become more apparent in law enforcement agencies in the next few years. The deployment of emerging technologies by law enforcement agencies is not stopping, but only gaining momentum. For sustained success, law enforcement agencies must
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recognize the “technologies and practices with the most potential for improving public safety.”

The APV is an evolving technology that can substantially improve public safety; yet, the impacts on the law enforcement officer are unknown. The next chapter provides background information on the APV. The chapter explores existing AV technology, as well as an overview of how the APV is currently being developed and deployed to gain a perspective on how law enforcement agencies may employ the technology.
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II. AUTONOMOUS POLICE VEHICLE OVERVIEW

A. AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE BACKGROUND

The idea of AVs gained worldwide attention in 1939 at the World Fair when General Motors displayed a Futurama exhibit and proclaimed cars would soon drive themselves. Technology continued to advance over the next several years, and in 1977, the first truly autonomous car was revealed to the world in Japan at the Tsukuba Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. The Japanese vehicle was designed with two working cameras, used analog computer technology, and was capable of speeds of nearly 19 mph. In 2009, 70 years after the Futurama exhibit, Google announced a self-driving car project would be tested on California roadways. Google’s self-driving car project has AVs that have been driven over seven million miles in six states and 25 cities, far more than any other autonomous vehicle to date. Google claims the technology in its AVs has evolved from student driver status to that of a more experienced licensed everyday driver over the last seven years.

In addition to Google’s self-driving car project, Tesla has been testing autonomous vehicles that have amassed over one billion miles in Autopilot since 2015. Audi, BMW, GM, Nissan, Volvo, Bosch, Daimler, and Continental are just some of the other auto manufactures investing in AV technology. Startups, such as May Mobility and Drive.ai, as well as the ride-sharing companies, Uber and Lyft, are also entering the AV market. Most of these companies already have an AV that can navigate at slow
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speeds.\textsuperscript{100} By 2021, almost all these automotive manufacturers will be able to display AVs “capable of navigating city streets at casual speeds along firmly fixed routes.”\textsuperscript{101}

Worldwide, roughly 1.4 billion cars are on the road today; yet, with the increasing technological advances, it seems only conceivable that it is a matter of time before fully autonomous vehicles replace all these vehicles.\textsuperscript{102} Some conservative estimates say it would take until 2035 at the earliest before half of the vehicles on the road in the United States represented fully autonomous vehicles, while other experts predict that by the year 2021, 100,000 self-driving cars will be on the roadway.\textsuperscript{103} Either way, AVs will become a reality, as law enforcement agencies must understand how to leverage this technology for sustained success.

\section{Levels of Autonomous Vehicle Technology}

For purposes of this thesis, a clear definition is first needed to establish what constitutes an AV. According to the \textit{Dictionary of Information Science and Technology}, the definition of an unmanned AV is, “a machine that can move through the terrain intelligently and autonomously without the need for any human intervention.”\textsuperscript{104} Several technology journals have defined AVs as well, and the common theme is that an AV is a vehicle driven by a computer without the aid of a human operator.\textsuperscript{105} The NHTSA has taken the definition of an AV a step further and has broken down the levels of automation. The NHTSA has broken down AV into the following six levels, as shown in Figure 1.
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Essentially, Levels 0 through 2 require a human driver to maintain control of the vehicle, while Levels 3 through 5 have some degree of an automated driving system that monitors the driving environment.\textsuperscript{107} For purposes of this thesis, anything from conditional automation (Level 3) to full automation (Level 5) is considered an AV, as it is considered to be the minimal baseline technology of the APV.

2. Autonomous Vehicle Technologies

The AV uses a combination of sensor technologies to scan the roadway looking for other vehicles, as well as objects. The sensor technologies that make up the AV platform include rear and 360-degree cameras, radar, light detection and ranging (LIDAR), and ultrasonic and infrared sensors.\textsuperscript{108} Several types of each of these sensors are located throughout the AV, which work together to monitor the driving environment. The AV cameras and radar sensors are a prerequisite for Level 1 and 2 vehicles and are
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required for further levels of automation.\textsuperscript{109} LIDAR sensors enable autonomous driving greater than a Level 3.\textsuperscript{110} Figure 2 provides a further description of the technologies.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{AV_Technologies.png}
\caption{AV Technologies\textsuperscript{111}}
\end{figure}

3. Potential Benefits

a. Reduction in Collisions

In the United States, 94\% of all traffic collisions are the result of human error.\textsuperscript{112} In 2014, about 33,500 people died in the United States due to a traffic collision, while 2.3
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million were injured.113 Vehicles driven by a human operator accounted for one fatality for every 90 million miles driven and 4.2 traffic collisions per one million miles.114 For every fatality that occurs in the United States, more than 100 people are treated in emergency rooms, which equates to an annual cost of $33 billion.115 Annually, traffic collisions cost the United States economy more than $200 billion.116 These statistics are staggering; however, the AV has already begun to make U.S. roads safer. Since 2009, only 14 traffic collisions and two fatalities have occurred in over 132 million miles driven by AVs.117 This number equates to 3.2 traffic collisions per one million miles. The AV could reduce accident rates by 90%, and ultimately save $190 billion.118 This reduction in traffic collisions means fewer fatalities and fewer collisions investigated by police officers.

b. More Time for Drivers (Passengers)

Once the AV goes mainstream, previous automobile drivers become passengers. This change can make users of the AV much more efficient and free up as much as 50 minutes a day to work, relax, or play.119 The time saved globally by users equates to roughly one billion hours, “equivalent to twice the time it took to build the Great Pyramid of Giza.”120 If time is money, AV technology may be the next big bonus.
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c. **Eliminate Traffic Congestion**

AVs will be able to coordinate with each other and essentially eliminate the ripple effect in traffic and intersections that results in reduced traffic jams. A University of Illinois study in 2017 suggested that a single AV in a group of 20 vehicles could reduce traffic congestion by 50%. The elimination of traffic jams and congestion will contribute to a reduction in traffic collisions but may also minimize traffic stops by law enforcement. In the United States, approximately 800,000 drivers are pulled over a day by police officers, and approximately 112,000 of those drivers receive a speeding ticket. Annually, over 41,000,000 people receive speeding tickets generating roughly $6,232,000,000 in revenue for local municipalities. Joseph A. Schafer, the criminal justice department head at Southern University, believes the traffic stop may even be eliminated. Schafer states, “I think you would see the end of the traffic stop,” once AVs dominate our roadways. Schafer also asserts that AVs, “radically changes police-public encounters,” and it will be pointless to issue a ticket to the occupants of self-driving cars. Schafer adds, “Some things we regulate may not be enforced in the same way, such as speed limits. There may not be speed limits depending on the ways cars are programmed. Speeding itself may not even be an offense.”

4. **AV State of Readiness**

A 2018 autonomous vehicle readiness index study (AVRI) by KPMG provides an in-depth analysis of how prepared countries are for AV technological advancement. Of
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the 20 countries researched in the study, the Netherlands ranks first overall, while in contrast, the United States ranks third. The study rates countries “according to four pillars that are integral to a country’s capacity to adopt and integrate autonomous vehicles.”128 The pillars include “policy and legislation, technology and innovation, infrastructure, and consumer acceptance.”129 “According to the study, the Netherlands is the clear leader in the first Autonomous Vehicles Readiness Index. It is within the top four of each of the four pillars… and provides an AV readiness for others to follow.”130 The Netherlands is the perfect case study to understand the future implications of APV implementation, as the country “is driving the future of smart mobility” in everything from energy storage to traffic solutions.131

a. Policy and Legislation

A significant advantage the Dutch have over the United States is how quickly their federal government passes and implements AV legislation. In the last four years alone, the Dutch have implemented several successful AV policies. In June 2014, the Netherlands announced it would allow the large-scale testing of the AV on Dutch roads and wanted “to position itself as an international leader and testing country.”132 In January 2015, a proposal to extend exemption rules to large-scale testing was approved by the Council of Ministers.133 This proposal allowed manufacturers to receive an exemption from the Road Transport Agency (RDW) but a driver was still needed inside the vehicle to take over if necessary.
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b. Technology and Innovation

AVs are configured with multiple processors that employ numerous sensors with the capability to talk to other computers. The AV is essentially a cog in the IoT wheel. These highly technical machines are why automakers in Detroit and Germany are partnering with technology companies in Silicon Valley. The United States has 163 AV companies headquartered within its borders, the highest of any other country. However, the Netherlands is only slightly behind the United States. The KPMG study ranks the Netherlands fourth overall on technology and innovation, due predominately to the fact that the Netherlands has the highest percentage usage of electric vehicles of any other country in the study.134 The Dutch also have a strong telecommunications network and AV testing capabilities. The country’s AV industry supports 400 companies with 45,000 workers creating over 20 billion Euros in net sales per year.135

c. Infrastructure

For a country to have a successful AV program, it must have a robust road and mobile network infrastructure, an area in which the Netherlands shines. According to the KPMG study, the Dutch ranked number one out of the 20 countries researched. The World Economic Forum and the World Bank have also rated the Dutch infrastructure the best in the world.136 The use of electric vehicles is an indicator of AV readiness in a country. Due to the large usage of electric vehicles, the Netherlands also has “the highest density of electrical vehicle charging points” in the world, with over 26,000 charging points available to the public.137 To put this usage in perspective, this number is eight times more than Japan has for its entire road length.138
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**d. Consumer Acceptance**

The last piece of the AV puzzle is how quickly consumers are willing to accept AV technology. Consumers continue to be anxious about the safety of the AV, but overall, concerns are fading. In a 2018 poll, only 47 percent of U.S. consumers felt the AV would not be safe, compared to 74 percent in 2017.\(^{139}\) It appears that the more transparent the government, auto manufactures, and technology companies are about AV technology, the more willing they will be to accept the automotive disruption.\(^{140}\) The consumers in the Netherlands have accepted AV technology, as the country ranks second overall in consumer acceptance, slightly behind Singapore.\(^{141}\)

**B. AUTONOMOUS POLICE VEHICLE BACKGROUND**

In addition to the Dubai Police Department’s use of the APV, other entities are beginning to invest in the technology. In September 2017, the United States received a patent application from Motorola for a “mobile law enforcement communication system” level 5 autonomous vehicle.\(^{142}\) The technology to be utilized in the APV (facial recognition, fingerprint scanners, and a built-in breathalyzer) is already readily available.\(^{143}\) The Motorola APV will operate without a law enforcement officer present and can read the suspect’s Miranda rights and make phone calls to a lawyer or judge via videophone.\(^{144}\) When a bail amount is reached for the criminal infraction, the APV allows the offender to swipe a credit card directly into the vehicle for payment.\(^{145}\)
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Ford Motor Company has taken Motorola’s initial concept and advanced it further. In January 2018, Ford was issued a patent for an APV that could operate “in lieu of or in addition to human police officers.” The APV will be able to identify violations of traffic laws and automatically maneuver behind the offender to initiate a traffic stop. While the APV is idle, “it may learn to park where violations of traffic can be viewed.” The APV will include sensors, navigation and mapping equipment, a traffic laws database, recording equipment, and devices to communicate with other AVs. The APV will also pull images from nearby surveillance cameras through wireless communication and extract data from government agencies to verify violations. Figure 3 illustrates how the APV will be part of the larger IoT network.
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The APV can drastically change how law enforcement agencies enforce laws, as the vehicles will be a part of a larger technology and information sharing system. In September 2014, the RAND Corporation brought together a group of law enforcement experts for the National Institution of Justice to “discuss how the criminal justice community can take advantage of (and reduce the risks from) emerging web technologies.” The panel presented several findings and identified 45 technology needs, such as “exploring the use of emerging internet of things (IoT) sensors in criminal justice.” In addition to discussing the AV as a top priority, the panel discussed the four other top needs of law enforcement. These needs are “virtual criminal record catalogs, better access to data for facial recognition identification, biomedical sensors for officers, and identification of officers in close proximity.” The panel concluded that it would be
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imperative for law enforcement agencies to keep pace and leverage the emerging technologies for sustained success.\textsuperscript{154} The APV will be able to address these four needs by incorporating emerging technologies into the AV platform. The APV will have technological capabilities that far supersede anything that can be performed by a human alone.

Another study was conducted by the Tech Policy Lab at the University of Washington, which has been working with the City of Seattle to assist them in planning and preparing for the AV.\textsuperscript{155} The report identifies that one key challenge will be for law enforcement and emergency services to keep up with current AV technology.\textsuperscript{156} The report identifies unique opportunities for law enforcement agencies to consider, such as the APV being used by law enforcement agencies to conduct surveillance of a person suspected in a crime.\textsuperscript{157} This surveillance technique will be substantially cheaper to conduct for law enforcement without the added risk to the officer.\textsuperscript{158} The APV can also be used to, “help locate and mark an accident scene or provide transportation for injured or unsafe drivers.”\textsuperscript{159}

\textbf{C. CHAPTER SUMMARY}

While the progression of the APV is still in its infancy in the United States, it has already been employed overseas by the Dubai Police Department and has been patented by Motorola and Ford. The APV has the ability to change significantly how law enforcement agencies employ their patrol vehicles. The APV will be a connected technology and a part of a larger information and sharing law enforcement network. The APV will utilize current AV technologies, but the entire platform will be much more sophisticated and include complementary technologies.
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The next chapter explores these complementary technologies, such as the UAS and wireless sensor networks. Complementary technologies are existing stand-alone technologies that will make up the foundation of the APV platform. The chapter spends time discussing how these complimentary technologies function as stand-alone systems to gain perspective on how they will function as part of the wider more sophisticated APV platform.
III. AUTONOMOUS POLICE VEHICLE PLATFORM—COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGIES

The technologies included in this section are complementary technologies that will ultimately make up the completed platform of the APV. These technologies go above and beyond what will be included in the standard AV platform. These technologies include the UAS, thermal imagers, ALPRs, air sampling sensors, facial recognition, gunshot detection systems, and through-the-wall sensors. Each of these systems is readily available, as many have been used as stand-alone technologies by law enforcement agencies. This section identifies how each technology has impacted the law enforcement officer to understand what the implications may be when these technologies are used in conjunction with the wider, more sophisticated APV platform.

A. UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM

The UAS is a similar technology to the APV in that it has similar law enforcement functions, capabilities, and missions. However, while the APV has yet to be realized, law enforcement agencies throughout the United States have been quick to adopt the UAS as usage has increased by 82% in 2017.\(^\text{160}\) The first use of a UAS by a local or state law enforcement agency occurred in 2005, when the Irwin County Sheriff’s Office in Georgia used a UAS during a search and rescue operation.\(^\text{161}\) The 14 years of use by law enforcement agencies provides context on the impact to law enforcement during that timeframe. Since the technologies are analogous in certain respects, comparisons can also be made on the impact to law enforcement officers utilizing the APV.
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A recent report by the Centre for the Study of the Drone at Bard College reveals that at least 347 law enforcement agencies purchased a UAS between 2009 and 2017.\textsuperscript{162} The requisition of the UAS shows no sign of slowing down either. More drones were purchased in 2016 by law enforcement agencies than all the previous years combined.\textsuperscript{163} The center estimated that over 900 public safety agencies, including police departments, fire departments, and emergency service departments are using a UAS.\textsuperscript{164} By surveilling inaccessible roadways and locations, UAS deployment extends the reach of patrol officers.\textsuperscript{165} As crimes are occurring, the UAS is able to “provide real-time information” to law enforcement personnel to help them critical assess the situation.\textsuperscript{166} Law enforcement agencies are able to use the UAS in the sky to check for the growth of illegal drugs while also using separate sensors, such as ALPRs to scan the license plates of speeding drivers.\textsuperscript{167} The UAS can be used to “capture video and images of crime as they occur, providing crucial evidence in future court proceedings.”\textsuperscript{168} It can help law enforcement agencies better plan responses and save the lives of both officers and civilians. The fact is, sending in a UAS to investigate and observe a highly dangerous scenario is much safer for law enforcement, as the information it can provide is both faster and more reliable than sending in a squad of police officers.

The Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS’s) CBP began using the UAS in 2006.\textsuperscript{169} The CBP may also have the most UAS law enforcement practical experience
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due to the Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act (Public Law 108-458), which directed the CBP to study the practicability of using the technology.\footnote{Chad C. Haddal and Jeremiah Gertler, \textit{Homeland Security: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Border Surveillance}, CRS Report No. RS21698 (Washington, DC: Congressional Research Service, 2010), 2, http://www.dtic.mil/docs/citations/ADA524297.} The technology utilized on the CBP’s UAS has capabilities that supersede those of human border patrol agents. Each UAS is equipped with sensors that can identify an object on the ground as far away as 60,000 feet.\footnote{Haddal and Gertler, 3.} It can also relay real time information to ground control operators so CBP agents can make decisions quickly and decisively. In late 2017, the CBP received approval to evaluate small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS), which are even more technologically advanced than what is currently being used by the agency.\footnote{Customs and Border Protection, “CBP to Test the Operational Use of Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems in 3 U.S. Border Patrol Sectors.”} The sUAS will enable CBP agents to provide “reconnaissance, intelligence, surveillance, tracking and acquisition” in areas deemed too high risk for agents.\footnote{Customs and Border Protection.} The sUAS will be used in humanitarian operations in locating those in remote areas in need of medical aid.\footnote{Customs and Border Protection.} The CBP will also be testing the sUAS to identify buildings and structures during an active shooting scenario to locate potential shooters or victims.\footnote{Mark Rockwell, “DHS Seeks Drones to Patrol the Border,” Federal Computer Week, May 2, 2018, https://fcw.com/articles/2018/05/02/dhs-border-drones.aspx.} The integration of the UAS into the CBP’s mission was a logical step because the technology could be used as a force multiple to allow fewer agents to be deployed in day-to-day operations.\footnote{Haddal and Gertler, \textit{Homeland Security}, 4.} Additionally, the UAS fills “a gap in current surveillance by improving coverage along remote sections of the U.S. borders.”\footnote{Haddal and Gertler, 3.}

\subsection*{B. THERMAL IMAGING SENSORS}

Thermal imaging is a powerful technology that allows officers to see into the night, through darkness, fog, and dust. Thermal imaging sensors retain their clarity in any
lighting condition and are different from typical night vision cameras (NVCs). The NVC needs ambient light to operate while thermal imaging sensors detect and “measure thermal energy emitted from an object.”¹⁷⁸ This energy can be emitted from many objects that can create their own source of heat, such as humans, animals, engines, and machinery. Other objects, such as land, rocks, and vegetation are visible because they radiate heat at night after absorbing it from the sun during the day.¹⁷⁹ All these things are emitting thermal energy, which is observed by the sensors.

This technology has noticeably changed the way patrol officers work, which makes their job both easier and safer. A few examples of law enforcement use include locating fleeing vehicles in a pursuit, conducting building searches, conducting search and rescue operations, engaging in surveillance operations, and monitoring police perimeters during tactical operations. Thermal imaging technology has already affected routine law enforcement calls, such as a warehouse break in. Prior to thermal imaging technology, the officer was faced with two choices: finding and turning on the warehouse lights or walking around the warehouse waving their flashlights back and forth trying to locate the suspect. Neither of these two choices is ideal, as both expose the officers’ position while creating an unnecessary safety risk. However, the use of thermal imaging has permitted the officer to enter the warehouse, “see” the thermal energy emitted by the suspect, and safely identify their location. As a result, the officer now has the upper hand since the location of the suspect is known. The patrol officer can use other strategies to apprehend the suspect and proactively avoid a potential use of force situation; a clear example of how thermal imagining mitigates the risk to both the officer and the suspect in every day police work.

Thermal imaging is also helping patrol officers in the field in situations that seemed impossible just a few years ago. Law enforcement agencies have begun to use
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thermal imaging to collect evidence in assault and domestic violence cases. The technology can be used as an “indicator” tool to identify evidence in these cases by looking at the surface temperature of the victims. This technology is helpful to the officer because thermal imagers can detect an asymmetrical pattern in a temperature range when comparing different parts of the body. The asymmetrical pattern would be an indicator of injuries incurred during an assault.

Commercial vehicle enforcement is another area in which thermal imaging is assisting the law enforcement officer. Thermal imaging technology has been used by law enforcement agencies in Kentucky to identify brake and tire violations on commercial vehicles. The enforcement of these violations mitigates the number of collisions caused by brake or tire failure. The technology can be used to screen commercial vehicles approaching a weigh station so that these vehicles do not have to stop at the weigh station to be tested. This technology thus decreases the time commercial vehicles are stopped for inspections and frees up valuable time for police officers that can otherwise be spent on visual commercial inspections.

While these applications are some of the most common law enforcement ones used for thermal imaging, the actual limits exist only in the patrol officer’s creativity. The police officer’s utilization of thermal imaging technology has clearly provided greater safety and effectiveness to help make any officer more efficient.

C. AUTOMATED LICENSE PLATE READERS

ALPRs are “mounted to the exterior of patrol cars” and use cameras to automatically capture and “analyze license plates on every vehicle…within their range of
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The ALPR has become a significant asset to law enforcement and public safety agencies, as ALPR cameras can scan and process “up to 1,800 license plates per minute,” which takes human data entry error out of the equation. The ALPR systems compare the captured license places to connected law enforcement databases and alert police officers of a wanted vehicle. The entire process of capturing, analyzing, and comparing license plate data all occurs within just seconds. The technology has automated a monotonous and disrupting process that officers often complete in their day-to-day operations. It also significantly “improves their efficiency and effectiveness in identifying vehicles of interest among the hundreds of thousands they observe in routine patrol.”

Previously, dispatch centers would have to verify stolen vehicle tags upon request of the investigation officer. Now, ALPR systems alert officers automatically when “they are behind a stolen vehicle without having to lift a finger.”

ALPR technology has certainly made the patrol officer’s day-to-day tasks easier and more manageable by potentially increasing the number of stolen vehicles recovered and criminals apprehended, but it has also affected officers in other ways as well:

- The ALPR system serves as a force multiplier for law enforcement officers by allowing them to do more with a limited amount of resources. The ALPR is deployed as an extra set of eyes for law enforcement agencies to help officers be more efficient, but at the same time, limit the amount of unnecessary radio traffic between officers and dispatchers. Officers are thus able to keep focused actively on other potential traffic violations or criminal activity around them while on patrol, as they will not be distracted by calling in license plate information through dispatch.
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centers. The police officers become even more effective in deterring and fighting crime.

- The ALPR system provides law enforcement officers with instant on the spot data of a potential wanted or stolen vehicle. This captured data permits a patrol officer to act upon this information quickly and decisively while keeping the safety of the public in mind. The technology allows officers to know what they are dealing with ahead of time before a traffic stop is conducted. This knowledge improves officer safety, because officers will know if they are working with a routine traffic stop or dealing with something more serious in nature.

- The ALPR system provides law enforcement agencies with an additional investigative tool, as it both assists in capturing criminals but in also exonerating the innocent. The ALPR can assist with the investigation of missing children during AMBER alerts or during Silver alerts when vehicles are involved. In addition to mounting the ALPR in a patrol car, it can also be used as a stand-alone system alongside a roadway. A stand-alone ALPR system can possibly be set up to capture all vehicles that pass its location to alert police officers when an AMBER or Silver alert vehicle is in sight. The technology essentially frees up patrol officers instead of dedicating one to sit alongside a roadway looking for the vehicle in question all day long.

ALPR technology has significantly enhanced law enforcement officers’ capabilities. It has vastly improved the efficiency of patrol officers and has made their daily tasks much more manageable, all while mitigating their risk while improving safety to the general public. ALPR has not negatively impacted law enforcement officers, but in fact, improved their skillset to allow them to focus their crime fighting skills elsewhere.
D. AIR SAMPLING SENSORS

Air sampling sensors are another technology law enforcement agencies are using. One type of air sampling sensor is called the intracavity laser spectroscopy (ILS), which is a technique used for highly sensitive spectroscopic measurements. The military uses this technology to detect explosives, chemical weapons, or hazardous materials to keep personnel safe in the process. The lasers are able to detect certain substances in an area or cavity because the energy emitted from the laser is absorbed when a specific substance has been detected. For this detection to occur, a laser must first be set to look at one particular area on the infrared (IR) scale. The overall concept is quite simple. A laser is deployed and retracted back through an area or cavity. Any change in energy upon the laser’s return indicates the detection of a substance within this area. This detection can take place up to a kilometer away.

In 2014, researchers at the Military University of Technology in Poland took the technology a step further by designing and testing an ILS sensor to detect alcohol in moving vehicles. The university’s goal was to diminish serious vehicle collisions by detecting motor vehicle drivers impaired by alcohol. As a vehicle passes by the ILS sensor, a laser beam is sent through the vehicle’s window and bounces off the mirror and returns to the receiver. The laser beam is set at a specific IR wavelength that can be easily absorbed by any alcohol vapor. Since alcohol absorbs the beam and the energy, the lower the power is, the higher the concentration of alcohol in the vehicle. As the “concentration of alcohol in the human blood” goes up, the “transmission of alcohol vapor in the air exhaled by this human being measured by the device” goes down.
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Based upon the results of the 2014 study, researchers were able to determine accurately the “concentration of alcohol in human blood of at least 0.1%.”\textsuperscript{197}

ILS alcohol sensors have not yet been deployed but will help law enforcement officers throughout the country by changing the way police officers are able to monitor roadways. While it may take a few more years for the technology to advance enough to be used in conjunction with the APV, it will have an immediate impact on how driving under the influence (DUI) drivers are detected. Police officers can use ILS devices to conduct traffic stops similar to how law enforcement agencies today use LIDAR guns to detect speeders.

LIDAR guns are used regularly by police officers to detect speeders to make a reasonable suspicion traffic stop. LIDAR devices have changed the way officers enforce speeding violations. Before these devices, law enforcement officers would enforce speeding violations by conducting a dangerous bumper pace with the violator’s speeding vehicle. The speed of the police vehicle would have to be matched with that of the violator to obtain reasonable suspicion for a traffic stop. These devices forever changed how speeding violations are enforced, which subsequently makes it safer for the officers. The ILS devices can be used the same way by law enforcement agencies, which ultimately makes the police officers’ job safer in the process. Police officers can either set up an ILS system on the side of the roadway, or it can be used while in a moving police car to target vehicles as they travel through the area. If alcohol is detected in the cabin of a vehicle by the ILS device, a traffic stop can then be conducted to determine if the driver is under the influence.

ILS and LIDAR technology have and will continue to improve the techniques law enforcement officers use in patrolling for DUI drivers. ILS technology can also have an impact on alcohol-related fatalities, as it can potentially save the lives of police officers. From 2008 to 2017, 114 alcohol-related police officer line of duty deaths were
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recorded.\textsuperscript{198} Law enforcement agencies nationwide should take every opportunity to reduce these line of duty deaths, and the use of an ILS device is a step in the right direction. This technology is keeping military members safer in the field, and can do the same for police officers, which will forever change how DUI drivers are identified.

E. FACIAL RECOGNITION

Facial recognition uses biometric-based technology, which “is the automated recognition of individuals based on their biological and behavioral characteristics.”\textsuperscript{199} The technology can perform a multitude of functions but requires a comparison of a stored and a recent photo. The stored photo of the suspect must already be entered into a known database for facial recognition to work effectively. Once a current photo is captured, facial recognition technology “extracts features from the faces and puts them into a format—often referred to as a faceprint—that can be used for verification.”\textsuperscript{200} These distinctive face features are then compared to known photos to determine if the two photos are a likely match. This process takes only seconds, and it has reduced the time it takes to identify suspects positively after an arrest.

Perhaps, the most compelling argument for facial recognition technology is that it can make law enforcement agencies more efficient. The technology can assist law enforcement officers monitoring heavily crowded venues or areas to identify criminals if and as they encounter them. Several law enforcement agencies in large metropolitan areas are using facial recognition “on live surveillance camera video” to constantly “scan the faces of pedestrians.”\textsuperscript{201} Additionally, the technology can support law enforcement officers on patrol, such as the Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office (PCSO) in Florida. PCSO is using the technology in a mobile environment and has installed both digital cameras
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and docking stations in 50 of its 600 patrol vehicles. The deputies use the technology when they stop someone whose identity is in doubt. They take several pictures with the digital camera and then connect it to a mobile docking station to plug in to the County’s database of over 850,000 records. The pictures are compared with those stored on file and the computer displays the 24 closest matches. The deputy then makes the decision on site whether the identities match up.

Beyond spotting threats in a crowd and being used on patrol, facial recognition systems can be used to support law enforcement agencies in conducting criminal investigations. The New York Department of Motor Vehicles has been using a facial recognition program since 2010 and has identified more than 21,000 possible identity fraud cases. The DHS has been experimenting with facial recognition technology to assist in identifying abducted and exploited children. The CBP has teamed up with airlines in Boston, Atlanta, Washington, and New York to use facial recognition technology to assist in boarding pass screening. Law enforcement agencies are working with schools by installing facial recognition cameras to identify gang members, fired employees, or sex offenders on school grounds.

Law enforcement agencies are using facial recognition technology to catch violent criminals and fugitives, to prevent school shootings and gang violence on school grounds, to support unsolved criminal cases, and to identify suspects positively during a traffic
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stop. This technology, like the others discussed in this section, has impacted police officers by making law enforcement work more efficient while reducing the risk to both the public and the police. It is being used as a force multiplier by reducing or reallocating the law enforcement resources needed by agencies nationwide.

F. GUNSHOT DETECTION SYSTEMS

Gunshot detection systems were developed in the mid-1990s by the Department of Defense with the hope of minimizing gun violence in those cities with high rates of gun incidents. The technology can be a very effective way to monitor for gunshots in specific areas, without relying on eyewitness accounts. Throughout the country, most gunshots are unreported, as only about one is six incidents are reported by neighbors. Gunshot detection systems use mapping and electronic sensors to triangulate a shooter to allow officers to respond immediately to any gunshots detected by the system. To determine the general location of the gunshot(s) accurately, three sensors must independently detect the acoustic soundwaves produced by the gunfire. When the soundwave is detected, the system automatically alerts dispatch centers to a location within 25 meters of the actual gunshot(s). Dispatchers are then responsible for deploying and maneuvering patrol officers to the correct location.

The technology is used by more than 90 law enforcement agencies in the United States. Several of these law enforcement agencies have publicly announced the installation of these systems to “increase a potential shooter’s perceived risks of firing a
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weapon." These publicized announcements were meant to deter potential shooters before an incident occurred, with the overarching goal of reducing the crime rate over time. In Camden, New Jersey, and Springfield, Massachusetts, law enforcement agencies have observed a nearly 50% reduction in gunshots since they have implemented a gunshot detection system.

The effectiveness of these systems has been further studied and measured over the last two decades to provide valuable data for law enforcement agencies. A Dallas, Texas study in 1998 looked at the “impact of the technology on officer response times and officer workloads.” The results of the study are intriguing, as it identified that gunshot detection systems reduced officer response times by 7%; however, it greatly increased officers’ workload. While the technology decreased response times to crimes in progress, it also decreased overall officer efficiency, which thus made their jobs more difficult. This study ultimately indicated that gunshot detection systems had the inverse effect on the role of the police officer when compared to other technologies discussed in this section.

A 2014 study conducted in Brockton, Massachusetts expanded the focus of the 1998 study to include “dispatch times and case outcomes.” The findings of the study determined that gunshot detection systems improved police effectiveness in both dispatch response times (time it takes to dispatch a call) and officer response times (time it takes for the officer to respond). However, the study also found that the technology was not that effective in achieving higher desired cases outcomes. In other words, gunshot detection systems are effective in getting police on scene quicker, but do not assist in solving the criminal cases.
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While the technology for gunshot detections systems has been available for several years, the 2017 mass shooting in Las Vegas, coupled with several recent nationwide school shootings, has prompted law enforcement agencies to become even more innovative with gunshot detection systems. Emerging gunshot detection systems are being tested by law enforcement agencies in a mobile environment and in school districts to alert authorities when gunshots are fired. These systems, currently being tested at Hermosa Elementary School in Artesia, New Mexico, will also lock classroom doors when gunshots are detected. The technology allows teachers and administrators to focus on moving children to safe areas instead of trying to secure classrooms while attempting to call 911. This system not only assists law enforcement officers by keeping children safe during a school shooting, but also helps alleviate fears in the community.

G. THROUGH-THE-WALL SENSORS

TTWS technology can detect any type of motion through an interior or exterior brick, concrete, wood, plaster, or fiberglass wall These sensors can currently only be used in a standoff environment but do not have to be placed directly against a wall to function. Law enforcement agencies can utilize this technology to increase situational awareness during rescue operations and other tactical scenarios. Officers could also benefit from this technology by being able “to detect individuals to more quickly clear dangerous areas (e.g., buildings that are on fire could be more quickly checked for trapped survivors)” or “to more easily locate survivors after a building collapse.”

At least 50 law enforcement agencies have been utilizing this technology since 2012, but the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the U.S. Marshals Service have garnered the most attention for its use. While law enforcement industry best practices
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recommend that agencies acquire a search warrant before using TTWS, case law has not been established for how TTWS should be deployed.224 A 2014 ruling by the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals was the first to reference the technology when it upheld a search by the U.S. Marshals using TTWS technology.225 Civil liberty advocates have raised constitutional concerns about the legality of TTWS technology, as more court cases are likely to occur with its continued use.

This technology certainly benefits law enforcement officers by mitigating their safety concerns while assisting them in catching wanted criminals. As the technology continues to evolve, it can also be beneficial for law enforcement agencies to utilize TTWS in a mobile environment, such as use on an APV.

H. CHAPTER SUMMARY

The APV platform is designed with standard AV technology but is also packaged with complementary technologies including the UAS, facial recognition, thermal imagining, ALPR, air sampling devices, and gunshot detection systems. Existing wireless sensor networks are already beneficial to law enforcement agencies as stand-alone systems. However, when combined in a complex platform, such as the APV, current research suggests that the APV may immediately be a force multiplier for law enforcement agencies and its officers.

The next chapter discusses how the APV can be used as a force multiplier and benefit law enforcement agencies. Additionally, the chapter evaluates potential concerns, such as privacy and legal implications.


IV. AUTONOMOUS POLICE VEHICLE CONSIDERATIONS

Based upon the research on AV technology, UAS and wireless sensor networks technologies, and the author’s law enforcement experience, benefits and concerns can be extrapolated and applied to the entire APV platform. This chapter explores and discusses those potential benefits and concerns in great depth.

A. APV BENEFITS

Imagine an APV patrolling U.S. roadways in an autonomous world, scanning every vehicle’s license plate, recognizing every driver and passenger, and identifying any illegal substances or devices within those vehicles. The opportunities presented to law enforcement agencies would be endless. The APV could be involved in safe pursuits of criminals or vehicles, conduct surveillance, or help set up a perimeter. Additionally, they could scan for chemical, nuclear, biological, or radioactive substances while mitigating the risk to its officers.

APVs would not only be instrumental to law enforcement agencies nationwide, but the platform would be essential to the entire homeland security enterprise. Similar to how fire departments transformed into all-hazard response organizations, the APV could be used as an “all-hazards response vehicle.” The APV could patrol U.S. roadways and borders to reduce the vulnerability of the United States to terrorism as easily as it could respond to natural disasters to locate survivors. The APV could also be used at pandemic or nuclear fallout scenes to help identify those affected by the disasters. Based on the research, the APV seems essential for the future to both law enforcement agencies and the larger homeland security enterprise.

The APV can be used by law enforcement agencies in either a staffed or an unstaffed configuration. In both configurations, the APV is fully autonomous, yet the staffed APV will allow a police officer to take control of the vehicle if necessary. Law enforcement agencies are much more comfortable adopting established technologies
rather than emerging technologies. Considering this trend, it is not inconceivable to imagine law enforcement agencies initially adopting staffed APV units, which is similar to how both the military and law enforcement have adopted the UAS platform. Fully autonomous UAS flight is only now beginning to be considered in law enforcement agencies after several years of being remotely piloted. A staffed APV initially will allow law enforcement agencies to become comfortable with the emerging technology before considering unstaffed APV units. The following benefits and concerns of APV implementation mostly revolve around staffed APV units; however, unstaffed APV units are briefly touched upon in certain scenarios.

1. Efficiency

What happens when law enforcement officers have everything they need in their police vehicles or on their person and they do not have the responsibility of driving? What happens when their police vehicle becomes part of the larger IoT technology package and they can instantly access reports, databases, and sensor data? They are safer, more efficient, less prone to error, and have even more ability to protect law-abiding citizens from those who elect to break the law.

Today’s police officer’s role has been centered on multi-tasking as much as possible to be successful. The police officer must focus on driving, listening to the radio for calls, monitoring traffic, and utilizing keyboard-driven, in-car systems, such as the mobile digital terminal (MDT). Police officers must do all of this while also constantly monitoring their surroundings for criminal activity or traffic infractions. These multiple distractions do not allow the police officers to be the most efficient during the course of their work. In fact, these multiple distractions may have led to an increase in patrol vehicle collisions and line of duty deaths.

A five-year study (2010–2014) by the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund determined that nearly 40% of officers died in the line of duty from being
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in an automobile crash or being struck by an automobile.\textsuperscript{227} The report also found “a large number of the crashes investigated were not related to either a call for service or a case of self-initiated activity.”\textsuperscript{228} This report is telling, which suggests that many line of duty deaths can be attributed to the officers being distracted while driving. Many of these deaths could have been avoided if the APV had been utilized.

Based upon AV, UAS and wireless sensor technologies research, it can be surmised that the APV may improve working conditions and efficiency for law enforcement officers. Thus, it is the author’s opinion that the APV will improve working conditions and efficiency in the following ways:

- Increased responsiveness—The APV would be connected to dispatch centers and would be programmed to respond automatically to calls for service. The APV would utilize the built-in navigation systems on board to calculate the most direct and efficient response to the call. Thus, the guess work out is taken out of the equation for the patrol officers when determining the best route, and therefore, the response would be quicker and more efficient. Consequently, the police officers are then able to focus on other duties instead of having to concentrate on driving through traffic.

- Better data-based decision making—The APV would have access to police databases, facial recognition, thermal imagers, air sampling, ALPRs, and other advanced sensors while patrolling. The APV would be simultaneously scanning for criminal activity while driving. These scanners would alert the patrol officers of any criminal activity in the general vicinity of the APV. Essentially, the APV becomes the trusted partner of the police officers and uses data driven technology to assist the patrol officers in their decision making.
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• More accountability and increased transparency in policing—The APV would be equipped with tracking devices, recording devices, and cameras to capture the police officers’ every public contact. In an era of increased transparency between law enforcement agencies and the community, this transparency would be crucial to obtaining and keeping the public’s trust. The APV platform would ensure the oversight mechanisms would be in place for accountability purposes.

• Better morale for officers—The APV would allow police officers to improve on the job performance. Police officers would be able to leverage APV technology to augment their own experience, talents, and intuition. The APV would improve officer moral by helping them make better decisions and better use of their time.

The APV permits the police officers to be more efficient in their everyday tasks and spend more time on secondary tasks. The APV platform would give police officers the necessary tools they need to make smarter, quicker, safer, and more productive decisions. It ultimately frees them up to do an important, necessary, and difficult job without being constantly distracted.

2. Officer Safety

The APV may improve officer safety in several ways when on patrol. The most obvious situations are during a traffic stop and during a high-speed pursuit. When officers are on patrol and making a traffic stop, safety is the primary consideration. The officers are at a complete disadvantage with several unknowns associated with the stopped vehicle. The officers do not know who or what is in the stopped vehicle. The officers can possibly be stopping a murderer, robber, drug smuggler, sexual predator, or another potentially violent criminal.

The APV would be equipped with advanced sensor technology and would be able to assist with identifying traffic violations and criminal activity to establish reasonable
suspicion for a traffic stop. The APV would also be able to assist the police officer in identifying the occupants and any contraband in the stopped vehicle.

With a thermal imager, the APV can scan the vehicle at a distance to identify all the occupants in the vehicle. With an APLR, the APV can run the license plates of the vehicle to identify if it is stolen. With facial recognition, the APV can scan all the occupants of the vehicle to obtain any potential criminal histories or warrants. The APV gathers all this information quickly for the police officer and provides information about what to expect from the driver or occupants of the vehicle. The more information an officer has prior to making contact, the greater the chance of the officer mitigating the safety risks.

Another critical way the APV can safely assist an officer during a traffic stop is identifying the transport of illegal drugs. The Department of Justice (DOJ) reported that from January through November 2009, the seizure of illegal drugs in transit exceeded 1,626 metric tons. While Mexican drug trafficking organizations (DTOs) use different drug trafficking techniques, overland vehicles transport over 97% of the illegal drugs seized in the United States. The vast majority of illegal drugs smuggled overland into the United States come from Mexico, with a smaller percentage being smuggled in from Canada. DTOs have dominated the transportation of illegal drugs and have primarily used “commercial trucks and private and rental vehicles” to traffic the drugs across the Mexican border. As more illegal drugs have been seized by law enforcement, DTOs have become even more creative in their smuggling techniques. In October 2016, CBP agents discovered 88 pounds of methamphetamines inside a commercial vehicle camouflaged by a consignment of carrots. In another incident, law enforcement
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officers in Chicago confiscated over 50 kilos of cocaine disguised as a shipment of tomatoes.\textsuperscript{234} These examples are just a sampling of how DTOs have resourcefully adapted to law enforcement intervention, but what these stories have in common is that the illegal drugs are being smuggled overland via a vehicle.

DTOs have been creative with their vehicles as well. The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) led a 22-month investigation in 2010 known as “Project Deliverance,” which resulted in the seizure of $154 million and 2,266 arrests.\textsuperscript{235} During this investigation, DEA agents were surprised by the ingenuity DTOs demonstrated when they found illegal drugs in an array of hidden compartments inside vehicles.\textsuperscript{236} Agents found hidden compartments using magnetic locks and hidden switches, as well as stuffed dead spaces created in the design of the vehicle.\textsuperscript{237} They also found illegal drugs “in airbag compartments, inside false gas tanks, in spaces under seats, and inside tires.”\textsuperscript{238} The APV would be able to identify any illegal drugs hidden in false compartments or otherwise, and ultimately reduce the police officers’ risk of being caught off guard during a traffic stop.

It is widely assumed that AVs will be safer than human drivers because AVs will be equipped to monitor driving conditions continually on the roadways that will result in fewer traffic collisions.\textsuperscript{239} Thus, maybe the most beneficial way an APV can improve officer safety is by reducing the number of traffic related police officer collisions and fatalities. Although it is infrequently reported, police pursuits and traffic collisions kill roughly as many officers as do firearms.\textsuperscript{240} The most recent annual report from the FBI’s
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Crime Reporting program indicates that 1,068 officers have been killed in the line of duty.\textsuperscript{241} This number is staggering, as over 100 officers are killed in the line of duty each year. However, it is even more striking when breaking this down even further, as 577 officers died in collisions, almost all involving a motor vehicle.\textsuperscript{242} In over 70% of those accidents, the officer was driving the vehicle when the fatal collision occurred.\textsuperscript{243}

Whether the officers were distracted while driving or driving beyond their capability, the human factor plays a role each time a collision occurs. Recent statistics from NHTSA indicated that more than 90% of vehicle collisions in the United States are the result of driver error.\textsuperscript{244} Police officers drive endless miles a year; thus, their exposure to traffic puts them in harm’s way each and every day. To comprehend how the APV might mitigate the risk to officers, it is only necessary to look no further than police pursuits. In 2012, “state and local enforcement agencies conducted an estimated 68,000 vehicle pursuits.”\textsuperscript{245} This number equates to over 186 pursuits per day nationwide. Police pursuits are precarious, often times involving reckless driving that endangers both the police and public. From 1996 to 2015, an average of 355 people were killed each year in pursuit-related accidents.\textsuperscript{246}

The APV on patrol could reduce this number substantially. Ideally, the APV would identify the driver and occupants utilizing its sensor networks. Once this information would be captured, the police would not have to continue the pursuit, as they would be able to locate and arrest the driver later. If identification were not possible, the APV could be programmed to pursue the suspect at a safe speed. The APV takes the human error out of the equation. Thus, the APV in pursuit of a suspect would be safer
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and less risky for law enforcement agencies. Ultimately, the APV would alleviate the risk to officers during all traffic stops and traffic related incidents.

3. Improving Fugitive Searches and Search and Rescue Operations

The APV could be used in fugitive searches or search and rescue missions similar to how law enforcement agencies have used the UAS. The APV equipped with thermal imagers provide law enforcement officers an alternate solution to locating a hidden suspect. Dark or camouflaged suspects are difficult to locate by the naked eye or flashlights and put the officers at a disadvantage. With the APV, the officers would have the ability to detect a suspect’s body no matter if they were hiding inside a structure or outdoors. Connected APVs could utilize its entire sensor network and coordinate search efforts in wooded locations, open fields, or even near lakes, rivers, or streams.247 The APV would detect any suspect or victim’s ambient heat in these locations, as long as they were not “completely submerged” in open water.248

In many locations, the fire department usually takes the lead when conducting search and rescue operations for missing persons. In a connected environment, the APV would be able to tap into the fire department’s networks to conduct coordinated public safety searches to minimize a duplication of efforts and allow a more efficient operation. With a thermal imager, the APV would “be able to search up to 1,500 feet in any direction,” by allowing the APV to assist public safety personnel in searching the most difficult terrain features and locate missing persons in the shortest amount of time possible.249

The APV could also be equipped with an attached UAS. The APV could deploy the UAS in locations where an APV would be unable to travel to gain an overhead perspective of the area. The UAS would be constantly communicating with the APV of locations searched to provide for a thorough and effective ground and air search. This
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information could be sent to all other APVs in the area; again, to maximize the efficiency of the search. The advantages the APV provides in these search and rescue missions are endless, as they serve as a force multiplier for the entire operation.

4. Community Policing

Community policing and “walking the beat” used to be the model of ideal policing. Police would interact with the community and built trusting relationships with its members. The last attempt to foster a community-police partnership was in 1994, when President Bill Clinton was in office and signed the “Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act (P.L. 103-322).” This act cost $7.5 billion and established the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS). The objective of this program was to add “100,000 additional police officers” in high crime areas with the intent of improving community-police relationships. However, according to the Government Accountability Office, the program was ineffective and contributed to only a “1.3 percent decline in the overall crime rate.” During the recession, many of the community policing programs had to be cut due to shrinking budgets and lack of tangible results. Several types of policing models have been competing for attention since, such as “procedural justice policing, predictive policing, intelligence oriented policing, hot spots policing, and metrics-driven policing.” The civil unrest in Ferguson, Missouri and other places around the country are a reminder that law enforcement agencies need to engage in community policing.
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Community policing is essential to public safety on both the local and national levels and has a significant role to play in homeland security. In September 2015, a forum on “Building Interdisciplinary Partnerships to Prevent Violent Extremism” was held with community leaders and law enforcement executives in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The goal of the forum was to build successful community-police partnerships by allowing forum members to discuss new ideas on how to “prevent violent extremism.” The forum presented four cases studies in major metropolitan areas where police departments were “empowering their communities to be resistant to extreme ideologies by building strong relationships with its members, keeping communication channels open, and providing access to services and resources that support prevention and intervention.” The lessons learned from this forum suggested that a community-policing program is necessary for law enforcement agencies to engage violent extremism on the front lines.

The APV could assist communities with the “Walk n’ Roll police patrol concept.” The concept combines the benefits of foot patrol with the efficiency advantages of the APV. Foot patrol officers would be escorted by their APV through neighborhoods at walking speeds. If traffic or the streets did not permit the APV to accompany the patrol officers, it could park on a block being patrolled by the officers and then drive to the next block as the officers advance. The officers would be able to communicate with the APV throughout the assignment and summon the vehicle at any time. The APV would serve as the partner officers and be able to perform the following functions:

- Provide transport for the officer, victims or suspects.
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• Perform consistent 360-degree surveillance for situational awareness while the officers are walking foot patrol.

• Communicate with both the officers and dispatch centers and report suspicious activities.

• Communicate directly with the public in several languages to improve public trust.

• Maintain daily records for the officers on all contacts and unusual observations, analyze the records, and provide a daily summary report.

• Allow foot patrols in remote locations to improve community trust.

• Serve as a mobile police station to allow the community to interact with law enforcement to report neighborhood crimes.

Law enforcement agencies would be able to make a firm commitment to community policing programs by utilizing the APV in this capacity. The APV teamed with the foot patrol officers combines the best of both worlds and would provide the ultimate community-centered policing.

5. Support and Coordination with Fire and EMS and Other Government Agencies

As discussed earlier in this chapter, AV technology will not just impact law enforcement agencies, but all public safety organizations. Current research is being conducted on the feasibility of an autonomous fire truck. Autonomous emergency medical service (EMS) vehicles have also been recently discussed. In the foreseeable future, it will only be a matter of time before additional public safety vehicles will be operated autonomously.
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The APV would be able to communicate efficiently with all other public safety vehicles when responding to a call. The connected vehicles would be able to determine which agency is on scene first and the location of each of their resources. Responding police officers would not have to communicate through dispatch, which thus eliminates potentially inaccurate information. Once all the connected vehicles were on scene, the APV could be directed to close down specific roads or be called upon to assist in a rescue operation.

Incident command concerns would ultimately be eliminated for the police officers. The first connected vehicle on scene would act as the incident command vehicle, determine what kind of incident is involved (criminal, fire, hazmat, EMS, etc.), and coordinate locations of perimeter security, hot zones, safety zones, and do not enter zones. In a traditional incident command situation, the first public safety official on scene would have to map these areas out by hand and coordinate through multiple dispatch centers. The APV would become part of the connected vehicle public safety group, which ultimately would eliminate much of the work for the police officers.

B. APV CONCERNS

While the APV potentially presents obvious benefits to law enforcement agencies and its officers, it would also be subject to criticism and concerns. The following concerns would need to be addressed prior to implementation by law enforcement agencies.

1. Weaponization

   a. Kinetic (Bombs and Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive Devices)

   Since 2006, at least 34 incidents have occurred in which drivers have used their vehicles as weapons that resulted in the deaths of 194 people and at least 1,046 others injured.265 The number of attacks has steadily increased each year, as eight documented
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incidents happened in 2017. October 31, 2017 marked the first time this type of attack had occurred on U.S. soil “when Sayfullo Saipov killed eight people in New York…by driving a truck through a bicycle path. Saipov has been charged with federal terrorism and providing “material support” to the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). Terrorist organizations, such as Hamas, al-Qaeda, and ISIS, have been calling for and claiming vehicle attacks in recent years. In al-Qaeda’s second edition of Inspire magazine, editor-in-chief Yahya Ibrahim wrote an article calling for vehicle attacks. Ibrahim suggested using a four-wheel drive pickup truck to take out the enemies of Allah. Ibrahim continues, saying that the “ideal location is a place where there are maximum number of pedestrians and the least number of vehicles.” He further asserts this type of attack “could be implemented in the countries like Israel, the U.S., Britain, Canada, Australia, France, Germany, Denmark, Holland, and other countries…” but the attack must “be considered a martyrdom operation.”

Terrorist organizations could capitalize on APV technology by using these vehicles as lethal weapons without having to utilize volunteers to conduct a martyrdom operation. Thus, a greater number of future incidents potentially could result, as a driver would not be physically needed to carry out these attacks. In a recent report by the Strategic Issues Group within the FBI, one of the overriding concerns involving the AV is that terrorists may be able to program these vehicles to become vehicle borne
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improvised explosive devices (VBIED). As the number of vehicle attacks continues to increase, cause for concern is created for law enforcement agencies because these attacks become difficult to stop. With the advent of the AV, it becomes even more challenging for law enforcement agencies as they leverage this technology.

b. Cyberattacks

On May 12, 2017, the WannaCry ransomware spread around the world and took out thousands of targets, to include public utilities and major corporations. The WannaCry ransomware eventually collected over $130,000 in just a few minutes before it was shut down. In September 2016, Yahoo announced it had been the victim of the biggest data breach in history where over 500 million users’ information had been compromised. This breach equated to an estimated loss of approximately $350 million for Yahoo. In September 2017, the DHS confirmed that Russian government hackers interfered with the 2016 presidential election in 21 states. This cyberattack during the presidential election included, “incursions into voter database and software systems,” in an attempt to delete or alter data.

Cyberattacks have become more common over the last several years. In 2005, 67% of 7,818 businesses surveyed detected at least one cybercrime, but only 11%
detected a cybertheft.\textsuperscript{281} Since January 2005, almost 1,013,000,000 records containing sensitive personal information was compromised during cyberattacks.\textsuperscript{282} By 2021, cyberattacks are estimated to exceed $6 trillion in damages, which suggests that in the next four years, “cybercrime might become the greatest threat to every person, place and thing in the world.”\textsuperscript{283}

The APV will be the repository for large amounts of data, as these vehicles will be programmed to share and collect information from other connected vehicles and smart cities. Any connected device has the potential to be compromised by the criminal deviant. The APV provides ample opportunities for cyberattacks. A criminal mastermind fluent in cybercrime could have the ability to commandeer a fleet of APVs and create mass chaos in a major city by using them as weapons. Criminals could compromise the APV and steal all its sensitive personal data. However, whether the criminal actor is obtaining sensitive personal information or attempting to overtake the controls of an APV, law enforcement agencies must be prepared to react and mitigate this new threat.

2. \textbf{Kill Switch Technologies}

Waymo, an autonomous car development company, is actively working with the Chandler Police Department in Arizona to test and develop technologies that will assist law enforcement agencies in the near future.\textsuperscript{284} The partnership hopes to assist first responders in determining how to handle AVs during traffic stops, collisions, and emergency responses. The technology being reviewed during these types of incidents is a “kill switch” that would give law enforcement agencies the ability to shut down an AV if needed.\textsuperscript{285} The kill switch would override the artificial intelligence in the AV to give law
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enforcement agencies the ability not only to turn off an AV during a collision or traffic stop, but also during a criminal activity, such as a high-speed pursuit. A type of kill or overriding switch would also give police officers the ability to override an AV during an emergency response by first responders that safely moves an AV out of the way of police vehicles, fire trucks, or ambulances. In addition, a kill or overriding switch could stop a drug trafficker, vehicle attack, or the potential takeover of an AV by a cyberattacker. Kill switch technologies should also be considered to shut down an APV to mitigate the vehicle from being used as a weapon.

A kill switch comes with concerns as to its use and potential abuse. Could a kill switch be hacked by a nefarious actor? Would law enforcement officers abuse their powers by having access to a master kill switch? These concerns are valid as technology companies are coping with this today. In 2015, California Senate Bill 962 became law, which requires all smartphones sold in California to have an opt-out “kill-switch.” If a smartphone is lost or stolen, the owner has the ability to deactivate the phones remotely, which essentially renders them useless. The law also provides law enforcement agencies with the authority to use the feature to disable smartphones, which raises concerns about abuse by civil liberties groups. Any feature accessible to consumers and law enforcement could be accessible by cyberhackers as well. The kill switch law has so far been successful, as smartphone thefts immediately dropped 32% after the law went into effect. A recent study in San Francisco reveals that smartphone thefts are down 50% since 2013, which indicates that thefts of smartphones continue to plummet. Thus far, the kill switch has proven to be very effective, as this law may pave the law for future
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AV technology and should be monitored closely by law enforcement and lawmakers. While the development of this technology may cause some concerns going forward, a kill switch seems to be a necessity for vehicles in the future AV world.

The kill switch in addition to other enhanced “kill” technologies should be a priority for law enforcement agencies to research going forward. These technologies are essential to the safe and effective rollout of the APV and give the law enforcement officers another tool in combating emerging technologies. In addition to the APV, law enforcement agencies must find ways to leverage advanced technologies, essentially, staying one step ahead of the nefarious actor. Kill switch technologies should be a part of every APV platform and be available to all law enforcement officers in the near future.

3. Privacy Issues

As of 2018, the number of internet users in the world today totals approximately 3.010 billion, and more than 52% of the world’s population has access to the internet.\(^{291}\) Several cities are beginning to utilize smart city technologies, whereas law enforcement agencies and other government entities will have greater access to private records and video feeds. In Chicago, “Operation Virtual Shield” was implemented to expand its surveillance cameras and other enhanced sensors throughout the city to help keep the city safe.\(^{292}\) These cameras and sensors are fed into Chicago’s central operations center, which is accessible to public safety officials, and just one example of a major city transitioning to smart city technologies. As more and more communities become smart cities, the greater the amount of information becomes available to government agencies.

As with all emerging smart city technologies, privacy may be of a major concern for consumers while police officers are utilizing the APV.\(^{293}\) The APV would be a part of an IoT system, connected to other sensors and wireless networks where data would be


continuously captured and processed. By using facial recognition, ALPRs and other scanners, data could potentially be extracted, such as “phone numbers, email accounts, messaging logs, address books, social media accounts, credit card details, etc., as well as inferred information such as home and work addresses.”294 A person’s activity may also be monitored and tracked at all times while in an APV. The APV will present challenges for both law enforcement and lawmakers alike when it comes to protecting the privacy of individuals. Law enforcement agencies, lawmakers, and the public will need to work together and discern how much information the APV will be allowed to capture. These privacy concerns must be addressed; however, the opportunities and benefits from utilizing the APV are too strong to ignore. It will be imperative that law enforcement agencies take a comprehensive approach to reducing the risk, while continuing to seek out this technology in the future.

4. Legal Considerations

As with numerous other technologies discussed in this thesis, the use of the APV will evolve much quicker than the law. However, the APV will also present additional legal challenges for law enforcement agencies. One way for law enforcement agencies to examine the legality of the APV is by analyzing court cases surrounding the complementary technologies and sensors that can be found on the platform. The landmark 1967 *Katz v. United States* case set the standard for defining the legal definition of a search.295 In this case, the FBI used information obtained from tapping a phone booth that the petitioner (Katz) was using. The information the FBI collected ultimately led to an arrest and conviction. The Supreme Court later ruled that it was unconstitutional “to conduct a search and seizure without a warrant anywhere that a person has a reasonable expectation of privacy unless certain exceptions apply.”296 This case has been
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used extensively to evaluate the advancement of technology that poses new questions on the expectations of privacy.297

As discussed in this thesis, ALPRs have been used extensively by law enforcement agencies and will be a mainstay of the APV. The Supreme Court has on multiple occasions ruled “that there is no expectation of privacy” when it comes to vehicle license plates.298 Courts have “held that law enforcement officers may, at their own discretion and without reasonable suspicion, do at least an initial check of a license plate against a law enforcement database.”299 However, this verification may soon change. The Virginia Supreme Court ruled in April 2018 that photos taken by the APLR constitute personal information and may not legally be retained by law enforcement agencies.300 This case could very well have wider implications for law enforcement agencies in terms of how long they could keep the data generated by an ALPR.

Cameras utilized by facial recognition technologies will be employed by the APV to capture and analyze facial images of people in public places. Courts have never ruled on privacy as it relates to facial recognition, nor have they “formally recognized a reasonable expectation of privacy in public conduct.”301 However, based on current case law, the Fourth Amendment does not provide protection for images captured in a public space.302 Therefore, do not anticipate a reasonable expectation of privacy for any person on a street nor sidewalk or seen outside of a building or a vehicle. A warrant will be
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required for police officers when anything outside of public view is observed. Essentially, whatever the police officer and APV can see and observe in a public place does not have Fourth Amendment protection.

Courts have not ruled on Fourth Amendment protections for law enforcement’s use of air sampling technologies. However, case law has been established for the use of police dogs. The APV will utilize its air sampling sensors similarly to how police dogs have been used by law enforcement agencies to detect bombs and narcotics. In 2004, the Supreme Court ruled in the Illinois v. Caballes case that use of a “narcotics-detection dog” during a “lawful traffic stop” did not violate the Fourth Amendment so long as the traffic stop is not excessively lengthened. Using this model, the APV would be able to employ its air sampling sensors during a legal traffic stop without violating the Fourth Amendment. This situation becomes complicated as to whether probable cause can be established when air sampling sensors are used in transient by law enforcement agencies. Since case law has not yet been established on this issue, law enforcement agencies should consider obtaining a search warrant prior to conducting a traffic stop to ensure the stop is legally binding.

The search of a person’s home is held to a much higher standard under the Fourth Amendment than that of their vehicle. In the 2001 Kyollo v. The United States case, the Supreme Court ruled that the use of a thermal imaging sensor to “search” a house is a violation of the Fourth Amendment and “unreasonable without a warrant.” However, less stringent requirements are needed for motor vehicles. The motor vehicle has an exemption that modifies the probable cause requirement of the Fourth Amendment. The exemption was established in the 1925 Carroll v. United States case that allowed a warrantless probable cause vehicle search by police officers. The exemption is based on the premise of a lower expectation of privacy in motor vehicles.
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Furthermore, a motor vehicle’s ease of mobility creates an inherent exigency to prevent the destruction or removal of evidence or contraband. In the 1996 Pennsylvania v. Labron case, the Supreme Court ruled that Fourth Amendment rights are not violated because the motor vehicle exception “requires only that there be probable cause to conduct a search.” The scope of the vehicle search is limited to which area the police officer has probable cause to search. This area encompasses the entire vehicle including the trunk. The motor vehicle exemption also extends to any containers inside the vehicle that may contain evidence or contraband. The Tenth Court Appeals ruled in the 2011 United States v. Ludwig case that a search warrant was not even required even if with little risk of the vehicle being driven away. Other recent cases extending the motor vehicle exemption have been applied to trucks, trailers, boats, airplanes, and motor homes.

Based on current case law, the APV should not be significantly affected when used on patrol by law enforcement agencies. While courts have not considered the legality of the APV for law enforcement use, the motor vehicle exception, coupled with previous court decisions on complementary technologies, can assist law enforcement agencies with Fourth Amendments concerns. With this knowledge, police officers do not have to become legal experts on case law to use the APV; however, they must understand the legal ramifications already in place specific to complementary technologies that will make up the entire APV platform.

C. CHAPTER SUMMARY

Based upon the research in previous chapters on AV technology, complementary technologies, as well as the author’s law enforcement experience, this chapter explored and discussed the potential benefits and concerns of the APV. The APV benefits included improving officer efficiency, officer safety, fugitive searches, rescue operations, community policing, and public safety communications. However, several potential APV
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concerns were also raised. Some of these trepidations may include privacy and legal drawbacks, as well as the potential to weaponize the APV. The positive effects of the APV appear to outweigh the shortcomings and thus it can only be a matter of time before the APV is implemented by law enforcement agencies. However, prior to this implementation, law enforcement agencies must consider what the unintended consequences of the APV may be.

The next chapter synthesizes all the research thus far in this thesis and focuses on a series of plausible future APV scenarios to examine the unintended consequences of the technology. These scenarios focuses on how the APV may function and impact the law enforcement officer during traffic stops, police pursuits, calls for service, fugitive searches, and community policing efforts.
V. ANALYSIS—IMAGINING THE UNEXPECTED

This chapter ties together all the APV research in this thesis and explores future law enforcement APV scenarios that will highlight how the law enforcement officer may be impacted. These scenarios are entirely fictional, including the subject names. Scenario analysis is a useful tool to utilize when confronted with “industry uncertainties.”308 This type of analysis helps to determine “both small and large ‘what-if’ outcomes.”309 The short scenarios in this chapter incorporate the potential benefits of the APV to paint a picture of how this advanced technology may be utilized by law enforcement agencies and how they may be used in more diverse ways than current police vehicles. Imagining these changes brought forth by the APV may lead to imagining how the police officer’s task, function, or mission may be impacted. While many of these changes are anticipated to be positive—increasing officer efficiency, reducing officer safety risks—unintended consequences to law enforcement agencies and officers may result. These unintended consequences may have the most impact to police officers.

A. SCENARIOS

The following three fictional scenarios demonstrate how the APV may be utilized by law enforcement agencies in the near future.

1. First Scenario: The Lone Patrol Officer

Prior to hitting the beat, Officer Elizabeth Lynch of the Springfield Police Department inspects her 2037 model year APV. She conducts a walk around visual inspection of the APV and then gets into the front seat to begin working through her pre-shift checklist. As she enters the vehicle, the APV immediately recognizes her by a retina scan and moves the front seat to her preferred position.


Officer Lynch logs on via voice request to the department CAD system and programs the APV to patrol the riverfront area of Springfield.

The APV leaves the rear lot of the police department and drives itself towards the riverfront area of the city. The APV is not only driving and monitoring for service calls on the CAD system but also utilizing its sensor network to scan for criminals and crimes in progress. While the APV is patrolling, Officer Lynch reads the briefing log to see what happened in the previous eight hours. As she is reading the log, she reflects about how officers 20 years ago not only had to drive themselves while looking at the CAD screen, but also had to operate the emergency lights and siren while talking on the radio. The role of a police officer has drastically changed with the advent of the APV. The technological advances of the autonomous vehicle have made the roads safer and of course have led to fewer traffic stops over the last several years. The APV has allowed law enforcement agencies to utilize the AV technology to focus on fighting crime and stopping criminals rather than on maneuvering and being distracted by their patrol vehicles.

While Officer Lynch is reminiscing, the APV comes to a complete stop at a four-way intersection at Sunset Boulevard and Grand Avenue. The APV clears the intersection and proceeds forward when suddenly a human-driven 2018 sport utility vehicle (SUV) speeds through the stop sign at the intersection and forces the APV to brake hard and swerve to avoid a collision. Immediately, the APV’s sensor network comes to life as the APV’s camera captures the driver’s face while simultaneously scanning the SUV’s license plate. The APV uploads the photo and the license plate and compares them against a national cache of images. The images quickly produce high-probability matches. The captured image of the driver, combined with the license plate data, helped the APV identify Bobby Smith, a two-time felon, who is the brother of the SUV’s registered owner. Smith has multiple arrests and a history of assaults, kidnapping, and armed robbery. Smith’s photo and criminal history are displayed on the CAD screen for Officer Lynch to review. A brief moment later, the APV receives uploaded surveillance
images from nearby Hometown Bank, which depict Smith pointing a handgun at the bank teller.

Officer Lynch promptly directs the APV via voice commands to follow and conduct a traffic stop on the SUV. The APV responds to the voice commands quickly and immediately activates its emergency lights and siren while conducting a U-turn to position itself behind the SUV. The APV accelerates to 100 mph to catch up to the SUV. As the APV approaches the SUV, it confirms Smith is the lone occupant by utilizing its thermal imaging sensors to scan the SUV. As the APV is pursuing the SUV, it becomes apparent to Officer Lynch that Smith will not pull over voluntarily. If Smith were driving an AV, she could easily shut down the vehicle with the APV’s kill switch, but alas, the SUV is 19 years old and she will have to rely on other methods to stop the SUV. She instructs the APV to conduct a precision immobilization technique (PIT) maneuver when it is safe to do so. The APV accelerates and moves up just to the right rear of the SUV. As soon as the SUV slows slightly, the APV conducts the PIT maneuver and forces the SUV to the side of the road.

Smith hastily exits the vehicle and makes a run for a large field to the east of their location. Officer Lynch instructs the APV to launch its UAS to follow Smith into the field. Smith jumps a chain-linked fence and continues running to a dense patch of bushes and attempts to hide from Officer Lynch. The UAS immediately moves over Smith’s position and casts his image and location onto the APV’s CAD screen. All the while, Officer Lynch stays with the APV and waits for backup. She thinks back again to what it must have been like to have several officers on patrol at once and immediate backup when needed. Since the APV came to fruition, her police department has downsized over the last several years and officers on patrol must cover so much more area than they used to; all because the APV has allowed the police department to do more with less. Officer Lynch accomplishes so much with the APV and rarely needs backup, so she assumes the benefits outweigh the costs. She knows that Smith cannot hide from
her or the APV, so she will continue to wait patiently until another officer can assist her in making an arrest.

2. **First Scenario Summary**

This scenario depicts the daily activities of a typical patrol officer in an autonomous world by exemplifying how the APV operates and simultaneously employs its wireless sensor platform. The benefits the APV presents to law enforcement agencies are plentiful. For instance, Officer Lynch utilizes all the available technology the APV has to offer while on patrol to make her job more efficient while also increasing her overall safety. The APV helps her avoid a traffic collision while engaging in the pursuit of a fleeing suspect. It furthermore is able to process large amounts of data quickly to keep Officer Lynch informed of any potential threats or risks while on patrol. Finally, the APV is able to communicate seamlessly with other emergency response vehicles while helping Officer Lynch secure the scene at the end of the pursuit. While these aspects are all positive for an APV implementation, this scenario also points out the negative connotations APV technologies may have on the workforce of a law enforcement agency. While it is assumed that the APV’s technology will have capabilities that will surpass anything that humans can perform alone, this nuance may equate to a diminished or reallocated police workforce. Officer Lynch is experiencing the downfall of a shrunken police workforce at the end of her pursuit because she has to wait for backup.

3. **Second Scenario: The Skilled Community Officer**

*Officer Sam Geletko told the mechanic at his office he would bring back his assigned APV tomorrow so that the maintenance service could be completed. Officer Geletko knew he probably should have waited for the maintenance service to be completed, but he just could not wait to get out there on his walking beat. Besides, what would the harm be if he pulled his APV out of service earlier? He never had any problems with the APV in the past and wanted to get on his beat in the community earlier than the day before.*

*Officer Geletko has been assigned as a Springfield Community Officer for the last four months. He applied for the position after several years of working patrol. He
wanted a change of pace and knew he was probably out of a job if he stayed on patrol due to the implementation of the APV. Some fortunate police officers, such as himself, were reallocated to different jobs in the department, such as community officer positions. Officer Geletko was excited about the transition because he knew it would help his police department get back to its roots and build community-police partnerships while allowing him to keep his job as a police officer.

Officer Geletko enters the vehicle and instructs his APV to drive downtown to his assigned walking beat. While his APV is driving, Officer Geletko thinks back to when he was a new police recruit. He remembers having to drive at the police academy but has rarely done it since. In fact, he cannot remember the last time he has driven. Most of the vehicles on the road today are autonomous, including his own personal vehicle. He did not really like having to drive anyway; it just seemed tedious and inefficient. He was glad he would never have to do that again.

As his APV turns onto Main Street, his directs the APV to stop. Officer Geletko enjoys being on Main Street, as it is filled with several family owned businesses and restaurants. He likes to start his day talking to the community members in Bean’s Coffee Shop located on the corner. He programs his APV to “Community Foot Patrol” and exits the vehicle. In this mode, the APV will follow along with Officer Geletko as he walks on the sidewalk. If the APV is not able to follow due to limited space on the road, it will travel a block ahead to park and wait for Officer Geletko to advance on foot. The APV knows Officer Geletko’s location and is constantly performing 360 surveillance for situation awareness. In this capacity, the APV serves as a mobile communication center and reports suspicious activities to both Officer Geletko and the Springfield dispatch center.

Officer Geletko enters Bean’s Coffee Shop and orders a large latte to go. While in the coffee shop, his APV alerts him to Officer Lynch’s pursuit. Officer Lynch is requesting backup and his APV advises that he is the closest unit to assist her. He wonders how he could be the closest unit when he is over 10 miles away. He surmises that the recent layoff of patrol officers had something to do with it and
he should not be complaining since he has a job. Over the radio, and via voice command, he directs the APV to meet him outside the coffee shop. He quickly grabs his latte and heads out the door.

The APV is slow to respond as it drives towards Officer Geletko’s location. Officer Geletko realizes this slowness as well but does not have time to think about it. He enters the APV and instructs the vehicle to drive to Officer Lynch’s location. However, the APV does not respond. He instructs the APV once again to respond “code-3,” but the APV replies back that its autonomous driving mode is malfunctioning and its navigation system is “unavailable at the present time.” Officer Geletko slams his fist on the dashboard and orders the APV to drive. The APV responds with “manual driving mode is available.”

Officer Geletko begins to panic; he knew he should have left the APV in for service. What is he going to do now? He is not comfortable driving the APV in manual mode, and he is not even sure how to get to Officer Lynch’s location without the aid of the APV’s navigation system. He decides it is probably safer if he stays put and calls for a tow truck to take him back to the station. Officer Geletko notifies his dispatch center he is “out of service” and requests a tow truck to his location. He feels bad he cannot assist Officer Lynch, but figures she would understand given the circumstances. He reminds himself that he needs to brush up on his manual driving skills should this situation ever happen again.

4. Second Scenario Summary

This scenario illustrates how the APV may alter or enhance other areas of police work. Officer Geletko, as a Springfield Community Officer, is able to participate in community-centered policing proactively that may not have been possible prior to the APV. Officer Geletko employs his APV as his partner while walking on his assigned beat. The APV is able to keep Officer Geletko informed by performing consistent surveillance for situational awareness while concurrently communicating with other officers and dispatch centers to report suspicious activities. The APV serves as Officer Geletko’s mobile police station so he can focus on increasing community interactions.
While this scenario portrays how the APV can positively augment community relations, it also sheds light on how officers may become dependent on APV technology and thus lose a desirable skillset. Additionally, it reinforces the requirement for officers to remain aware of equipment maintenance cycles.

5. Third Scenario: The Technical Commercial Officer

Sergeant Kyle Marquez was already on his third commercial vehicle inspection for the day, and it was only 7:30 am. He did not mind working hard, as he was a diligent employee and was thankful to be a police officer for the Springfield Police Department. He had always wanted to be a police officer, but the job had become very difficult to obtain. Due to advanced police technologies, such as the APV, police officers needed to have a strong IT skillset. Prior to becoming a police officer, Sergeant Marquez was a computer systems analyst for Springfield Steel Industries. However, he knew that this experience would not be enough to become a police officer so he went back to the University of Washington to obtain his master’s degree in computer science.

Sergeant Marquez quickly caught the attention of his supervisors, as he not only was a conscientious employee, but he was at ease with advanced police technologies. He was assigned several increasing difficult positions the last several years and was swiftly promoted to Sergeant in the high-profile commercial unit. Since most commercial trucks were autonomously driven, they had become the focal point for criminals transporting illegal drugs or stolen goods across the country. The commercial unit was responsible for ensuring the safe operation of commercial traffic throughout the city, while mitigating illegal commercial activity.

Since becoming a member of the commercial unit, Sergeant Marquez has been responsible for several high-profile arrests. Two years ago, while on patrol, Sergeant Marquez’ APV alerted him of a suspicious truck headed to Utah. The APV’s sensor network detected radioactive material in the trailer, which was not on the truck’s bill of lading. Sergeant Marquez inspected the truck and found...
iridium-192 onboard. The iridium-192 was purchased on the black market and was headed to Utah to become part of a larger dirty bomb. The dirty bomb was meant to be used in an attack on Mile High Stadium during a Denver Broncos playoff game. Sergeant Marquez’ inspection potentially saved the lives of over 75,000 people.

In another incident, Sergeant Marquez’ utilized his APV’s TTWS technology that alerted him of motion in the back of a tractor-trailer. Sergeant Marquez stopped the truck and inspected the trailer. He was alarmed to find over 60 female immigrants clinging to life. He immediately coordinated their safe recovery while investigating how they were placed on board. He ultimately uncovered a large-scale human trafficking ring in which the female immigrants were being used for commercial sexual exploitation. His investigation resulted in 22 arrests and the safe recovery of over 150 female immigrants.

Sergeant Marquez loved traveling in the APV and considered the technology and platform a true partner. He counted on the APV to be his eyes and ears when he was on patrol or inspecting commercial trucks. Today, his APV had already alerted him to three overweight commercial vehicle violations, and all before 8 am. He was wrapping up the third commercial inspection when his APV alerted him that Officer Lynch was asking for backup. He was on the outskirts of the city and assumed another officer would be closer. His APV told him that Officer Geletko was closer and would be responding, so Sergeant Marquez went back to work. However, after a few moments, his APV alerts him that Officer Geletko is “out of service” and he is the next closest unit. Sergeant Marquez closes out his inspection and sends the commercial truck on its way.

He enters his APV and directs it to Officer Lynch’s location, “code-3.” Sergeant Marquez’ APV tells him it will take approximately eight minutes to arrive at her location with the current traffic conditions.

While traveling to the location, Sergeant Marquez reviews the details of Officer Lynch’s pursuit including the relevant information on her suspect, Bobby Smith.
His APV receives an immediate upload from Officer Lynch’s APV of where the suspect is hiding and the safest way to approach the location. Sergeant Marquez is also informed that Officer Lynch’s APV has already notified all emergency response vehicles in the area of the pursuit. Two EMS vehicles responded and are located at a safe location near Officer Lynch in case they are needed. The APV has logged their location on scene.

Sergeant Marquez arrives on scene in seven minutes and 52 seconds. His APV immediately alerts Officer Lynch of his arrival. Once on scene, he communicates directly with Officer Lynch. With the UAS still overhead, they approach the suspect with their guns drawn. They order the suspect out and tell him he is surrounded. After a few minutes, Bobby Smith grudgingly exits his hiding place and submits to the arrest. EMS medical personnel treat Bobby Smith on scene for some minor scrapes and scratches and he is loaded into the back of Officer Lynch’s APV. Officer Lynch thanks Sergeant Marquez for his help and instructs the APV to drive to the jail for booking while she begins the booking paperwork. Sergeant Marquez returns to his APV and tells it to resume “Commercial Traffic Patrol.”

All in a good day’s work for the Springfield Police Department.

6. Third Scenario Summary

This scenario portrays the enhanced capabilities the APV may present to law enforcement agencies. Sergeant Marquez is able to crack two high profile cases using the APV’s heightened sensor network. These crimes may not have been solved if not for the APV’s air sampling and TTWS technology systems. While these technologies are available now as stand-alone systems, they are not being utilized in a multi-layered platform, such as the APV. In addition, Sergeant Marquez’ APV is readily available to assist Officer Lynch by interacting with her APV and other emergency response vehicles in establishing a parameter at the scene of the pursuit. The take away from this scenario is how the APV becomes a force multiplier if law enforcement agencies are able to successful leverage the emerging technology. The scenario also highlights how law
enforcement officers in an autonomous world may require a strong IT background to be successful. Advanced technologies may require additional training for new patrol officers.

B. SCENARIO FINDINGS AND UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES

The previous section’s futuristic scenarios illustrate the APV’s essential benefits to both law enforcement agencies and personnel. Conversely, this section touches on some of the potential APV drawbacks that may impact the law enforcement officer. Drawing on the research from AV technologies, and UAS and wireless sensor network technologies discussed in the previous chapters, this section proposes some conceivable unintended consequences that may be realized with the advent of APV technology. While the benefits and drawbacks of the APV cannot be predicted with complete confidence at this stage of development, some unintended consequences can be identified to be mitigated or prevented by law enforcement agencies considering the APV.

Given that APV technology will have capabilities that will surpass anything that humans can perform alone, the first unintended consequence may be a reduced or reallocated police workforce. The second unintended consequence is having law enforcement officers potentially lose a skill set, such as driving or navigating, both of which are the cornerstone of today’s police officers. Finally, the last unintended consequence for law enforcement agencies may be a shifting workforce. The advanced technologies and sensor networks on the APV may require agencies potentially to change their hiring practices to recruit more officers with a strong IT background. All three of these unintended consequences will significantly impact the future law enforcement officer. The following subsections discuss these unintended consequences in greater depth.

1. Technological Unemployment

A 2016 study by the Bureau of Justice Statistics shows the “average number of full-time sworn officers per 1,000” in the United States has decreased 11%, from 2.42 in
1997 to 2.17 in 2016. However, “the number of full-time sworn officers in general-purpose law enforcement agencies increased by about 52,000 (up 8%).” Essentially, the population of the United States has increased at such a rate that law enforcement agencies have not been able to hire at a comparable pace, as fewer police officers per capita are available today than in 1997. These numbers are bound to get even more dire in the coming years, as the desire to become a police officer has recently waned. According to a recent *Washington Post* article, hiring and retention of police officers has become more difficult because of both media scrutiny and the perceptions of policing. Across the nation, law enforcement agencies are receiving fewer applications. In Seattle, applications have plummeted by almost 50%, while Nashville applications were down by almost 60%. However, Chuck Wexler, the executive director of the Police Executive Research Forum, believes that the decrease in staffing per capita and reduced hiring has more to do with greater police efficiencies across the nation.

Efficiency and technology are often intertwined in the law enforcement realm. Cities, such as San Jose and Oakland, are using technologies, for example, body worn cameras, ALPRs, and facial recognition to maximize their operating efficiencies while dealing with a shortage of police officers. The technology has allowed them to do more with less. Other law enforcement agencies could also benefit from emerging technologies, and thus, it would be easy to visualize how agencies dealing with staffing shortages would benefit from the implementation of the APV. The APV would be a force
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multiplier for law enforcement agencies by allowing them to be more efficient while capitalizing on the platform’s advanced technologies and sensor networks.

Finding the right balance between efficiency and staffing levels has always been a challenge for law enforcement agencies and the introduction of the APV will increase this challenge. While the cost of the APV has not been discussed and is unknown at this time, the average nationwide police officer’s salary in 2017 was $62,960 and as high as $122,000 in California.\textsuperscript{317} Law enforcement agencies might be quick to shed some of these salaries and lower their operating costs. However, the need to fill a staffing void or to reduce operating costs with advanced technologies may lead to an even greater shortage of personnel and create technological unemployment.

Technological unemployment is caused when jobs are lost due to the advancement of technology.\textsuperscript{318} In other words, using technology in place of manpower results in technological unemployment. During the 2015 World Summit in New York City, several prominent individuals and organizations in science and technology met to discuss the consequences of “technological unemployment.”\textsuperscript{319} During the summit, it was suggested, “accelerating technological unemployment will likely be one of the most challenging societal issues in the twenty-first Century.”\textsuperscript{320} In addition, the summit concluded, “billions of people worldwide are currently employed in industries that will likely be affected—and billions of new entrants to the workforce will need jobs.”\textsuperscript{321} Advancing digital technologies have already helped companies “overcome many limitations rapidly,” and are making inroads today similar to how the steam engine disrupted the Industrial Revolution.\textsuperscript{322}
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As depicted in *The Lone Patrol Officer* scenario, the APV may significantly reduce the need for police officers. While this reduction may seem like a natural progression, fewer police officers may lead to increased officer safety risks. The APV may mitigate traffic safety risks for the officer while increasing overall efficiency, but it also means fewer officers available for backup. For those few officers working the beat together, it may also mean longer wait times for backup to arrive. Officer Lynch was alone for almost eight minutes before backup arrived. While this wait does not seem like a long time, it can seem like an eternity for the officer waiting in a precarious situation. Law enforcement agencies must consider this potential situation when considering APV polices and the impact to their personnel; otherwise, officers may need to get used to waiting and working alone for longer periods of time.

2. **Lost Perishable Skills**

Emerging technologies have the potential to enhance U.S. society, but they also have the ability to be a hindrance as well. APV technology may fuel law enforcement efficiency, organization, and communication efforts but may also impact valuable perishable skills along the way. One specific skill that may be diminished is driving, which is an essential skill for today’s police officer. The APV is expected to reduce police vehicle collisions and traffic related incidents, but as depicted in the *Skilled Community Officer* scenario, what happens when the APV fails and the police officer is forced to take over manual control of the platform? Officer Geletko was uncomfortable having to take over the manual operation of the APV because he did not feel safe doing so. He trusted the APV to drive better than he could, and thus, had to go “out of service.”

Police officers throughout the country drive in both urban and rural locations when responding to emergency calls and utilizing emergency driving skills. Current law enforcement officers are some of the best-trained drivers in the nation due to their academy training on the physics of driving a vehicle, as well as the psychology of police driving.  

\[323\] Police driving skills include navigating high-speed vehicles and utilizing
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evasive and defensive driving skills.\textsuperscript{324} However, these skills are perishable if not practiced and applied often. When the APV begins braking automatically in emergency situations and safely chases a fleeing suspect at high speed, it is safe to assume this skillset may be lost. Essentially, by using automated aids to improve traffic safety, the APV will have the unintended consequence of “degrading driving skills.”\textsuperscript{325} AV automakers are already beginning to worry about this scenario. Adrian Lund, the president of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, is concerned people will begin to check out and pay less attention to driving skills when the driving tasks become easier.\textsuperscript{326} In fact, consumers believe their own driving skills will erode once automated vehicles become more prominent. In an informal survey conducted by Kelley Blue Book’s online website, “fifty-seven percent said driver-assist technologies will eventually erode driving skills.”\textsuperscript{327}

The loss of driving skills may also be attributed to an increasing trust in technology. A University of Michigan study determined that drivers utilizing blind-spot detection systems “failed to look over their shoulder to check for themselves when changing lanes.”\textsuperscript{328} As more drivers become familiar with autonomous systems, they “can quickly learn to rely on them, or assume they work better than they actually do.”\textsuperscript{329} In emergency situations, people may begin trusting the automated systems more than themselves.\textsuperscript{330} A recent collision investigation demonstrates this shift. In 2016, a Tesla Model S was being tested in semi-autonomous autopilot when it collided with a tractor-trailer that resulted in the death of the Tesla driver. A federal investigation concluded that
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the “Model S was in autopilot for 37.5 minutes.” 331 While in autopilot, the driver only had his hands on the wheel for a total of 30 seconds.332 The driver could have taken control of the vehicle at any time, but it appeared he believed that the Tesla would take evasive action and be able to maneuver away from the tractor-trailer.

History has shown that drivers can lose valuable driving skills as automobile technology has increased. An example would be the decline of vehicles sold in the United States with manual transmissions. Manual transmissions were popular for lower costs, greater fuel economy, and increased durability.333 Yet, automakers have advanced the automatic transmission to make them “quicker, more efficient, much easier to operate, and better than most drivers.”334 Essentially, this advancement has taken control away from the driver, “for the sake of automation.”335 In 2006, 47% of vehicles introduced by automobile manufacturers were offered in both automatics and manuals. In 2018, it was down to 20% and declining rapidly. In fact, only 2% of all vehicles sold in 2018 were equipped with manual transmissions.336 As drivers have been introduced to modern automakers, fewer are learning to drive a manual transmission. The percentage of drivers who know how to drive a manual transmission has steadily decreased to approximately only 18%.337 It is astonishing to envision 82% of automobile drivers not knowing how to drive a manual transmission. They would be stuck in the same place as Officer Geletko when confronted with a vehicle they did not feel safe to drive. They would have to wait for a tow truck or other assistance.
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Law enforcement officers may get so accustomed to APV technology that they forget how to drive or do not feel safe driving without it. Driving is a perishable skill that must be practiced to be maintained. It is something law enforcement officers do not think much about today because they are always driving. In a typical 8-hour shift, police officers may drive nearly 100 miles a day, which equates to 2,000 miles a month or 24,000 miles a year of driving for a police officer.\textsuperscript{338} The APV would replace these thousands of miles of hands on practice each year with automated driving. This skillset may not erode immediately and may take several years after the implementation of the APV for this skillset to be lost; however, it is something law enforcement agencies must consider today to mitigate this risk in the future.

3.  Shifting Hiring Practices

As depicted in the Technical Commercial Officer scenario, the APV will present a significant advancement in law enforcement technologies. Sergeant Marquez already had a strong IT background but needed an advanced degree to become a police officer. While law enforcement agencies must be concerned about technological unemployment, they must also understand that the future police officers must live in a digital world. The increasing use of advanced technologies will challenge law enforcement personnel to keep up. Current law enforcement officers may have a significant learning curve to overcome and new hires must have the technical background to hit the ground running. Law enforcement officers are already struggling to keep pace with the capabilities of current police IT, and the APV may force law enforcement agencies to rethink their current hiring practices.\textsuperscript{339}

Law enforcement officers already have a significant IT skills gap, as “all officer and police staff should have the rudimentary skills to use operational technology and


should be aware of emerging digital trends.”340 Unfortunately, this problem is twofold, as current police training is “not effectively targeting these skill gaps,” and police officers are not hired for their IT expertise.341 In a new report from the think tank Reform, police chiefs should consider firing staff who are not computer literate or who lack IT skills.342 The reason behind this rationale is that law enforcement agencies need people with IT skills to be better prepared to handle the rise of cybercrime and other technology related crimes.343 While a broad expertise base is still needed by a police officer, IT skills are crucial in combating the digital face of crime.344

The core mission of law enforcement has not changed, as it is still focused on protecting the public while preventing crime and keeping the peace. However, if law enforcement agencies want to continue to be effective, they will have to “develop a more agile workforce and rely on an increasingly expanded ecosystem of partners.”345 The future workforce of law enforcement agencies will be diverse, agile, and “understand how to use technology.”346 While law enforcement agencies may resist change and be skeptical of technology, the future agency must look much different from its predecessors to be successful.347 For this change to occur, law enforcement agencies must create a “digital police brand” by recruiting more officers with an IT background.348
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The key for law enforcement agencies could be to “target digital recruitment strategies” that could entice more technology savvy applicants.\textsuperscript{349} Law enforcement agencies often seek out applicants who have college degrees in social sciences, or criminal justice; however, computer science or IT is rarely seen as a viable degree. In a recent survey of 309 police and law enforcement agencies around the world, “only 40 percent of those surveyed rated their police force’s recruitment strategy as effective, calling hiring new recruits vital to the future.”\textsuperscript{350} Law enforcement agencies must take these concerns to heart and rethink their specific recruitment strategies to entice perspective applicants with a strong IT background. This strategy will be paramount not only for the successful implementation of the APV, but also for the future roll out of advanced police technologies.

C. CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter’s scenarios highlighted specific law enforcement advantages of the APV, such as increased efficiency, improved communication, enhanced safety, and enriched community relations. The scenarios allow law enforcement agencies to imagine the benefits of the APV and its effects on their officers. However, the greater impact to law enforcement officers may be imagining the unintended consequences emphasized in these same scenarios, such as technology unemployment, degraded perishable skills, and shifting hiring practices. These unintended consequences should not be overlooked when law enforcement agencies begin contemplating the APV.

The next chapter discusses how law enforcement agencies may mitigate some of these unintended consequences, as well as a discussion for further APV research.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

This final chapter explores how law enforcement agencies may mitigate some of the unintended consequences of the APV and its effect on law enforcement officers. The chapter recommends that law enforcement agencies recognize their officers’ roles are bound to change and that they must pivot to become indispensable in the future. This viewpoint is examined by looking at how other public safety organizations have successfully adjusted to emerging technologies.

A. THE INDISPENSABLE PIVOT

Law enforcement agencies should follow the “lean strategy” approach and be prepared to pivot to remain indispensable. According to Ries, “a pivot” is “a structured course correction designed to test a new fundamental hypothesis about the product, strategy and engine of growth.”\(^{351}\) Establishments not able to pivot get stuck “in the land of the living dead” and do not move forward.\(^{352}\) The APV will potentially change the police workforce and present an opportunity for law enforcement agencies to pivot and move in a new direction. Pivoting to be indispensable has been the key to survival for both public and private organizations.

Several companies over the years, such as IBM, Shell, Nokia, Western Union, American Express, and Apple have made themselves indispensable by pivoting and adapting well to evolving technologies. They continue to be successful today by adapting to new technologies and the needs of their customers. Companies, such as Kodak, Blockbuster, and Borders failed to embrace technologies emerging within their industry and failed miserably. While these examples are from private sector companies that rely on a bottom line, the same can still be said for organizations in the public sector. The United States Postal Service (USPS) is an example of a government agency that has been


\(^{352}\) Ries, 149.
“dying a slow death since the advent of email.” First-class mail is down 40% since 2000, and competitors, such as FedEx and UPS, have picked up much of its business. While the USPS continues to exist and deliver the mail, it has continually failed to meet its performance standards. In 2016, the Postal Regulatory Commission issued a report that found the USPS failed to meet its performance standards for all first-class services and most standard mail services during 2015. Performance shortfalls continue to trend downward annually and customers have continued to lose faith in the service. The USPS has failed to adapt to the latest in technology or make itself indispensable to its customers and stakeholders.

Some government agencies have pivoted and adapted well to new technologies and continue to thrive. An example is law enforcement’s brother in public safety, the Fire Department. Structure fires routinely used to destroy towns and cities in the United States. Fires nearly obliterated Detroit in 1805, Chicago in 1871, Boston in 1872, and San Francisco in 1906. However, over the years, the number of fires fought by fire departments has sharply decreased, due to advancements in technology. Building codes have evolved, as structures are now made from fire-resistant materials and are equipped with sprinklers and smoke alarms. According to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), half as many fires occur in the United States today than 30 years ago. In some major cities, the percentage is even greater. For example, in 1975 Boston, 417 major fires were reported, yet in 2012, only 40 major fires were reported, a decrease of 90%. Due to the decrease in fires, it would be a safe assumption to imagine the number of
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firefighters in the United States has also decreased at a similar rate. However, this assumption is not true.

Although half as many fires occur today, those paid to fight fires has increased by roughly 50%.\(^{359}\) In 2013, firefighters responded to 487,500 structure fires in the United States, “which means each of the nation’s 30,000 fire departments saw just one fire every 22 days, on average.”\(^{360}\) So, how have fire departments been able to increase the number of firefighters over the years, while fighting fewer fires? They have adapted to evolving technology and shifted their focus to EMS incidents to remain indispensable.\(^{361}\) According to Dennis Compton, the former chairman of the Executive Board of the International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA), this shift has, “occurred steadily over the past four decades or more—and not by accident, but by design.”\(^{362}\) He asserts that fire departments recognized a void in emergency care and a need for, “all-hazard response organizations.”\(^{363}\) This void prompted a need for fire firefighters to obtain specialized training, such as “hazardous materials incidents, technical rescues, and human caused and natural disasters.”\(^{364}\) Compton states, “In the modern fire department, 80% of the current emergency calls are responses to EMS incidents.”\(^{365}\)

This shift away from fighting fires is occurring not just in the United States. Some fire departments in the United Kingdom have also been embracing the EMS role, by spending more time in community centers teaching “fire prevention, recreation and basic medical care.”\(^{366}\) According to Tom Wieczorek, Director of the International City/County Management Association Center for Public Safety Management, “the change is rather
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than having companies waiting for the alarm bell, they’re doing inspections, classes and
getting out into the community.” They are being proactive. He equates the shift in the fire
department’s focus to what police were doing years ago in their communities.367
Structure fires have decreased over the years, but similar to the police traffic stop, the
threat of a fire cannot be completely eliminated, and thus, fire firefighters will always be
needed. Fire departments recognized that new and advanced technology would limit the
number of structural fires, so they identified a void in emergency care and pivoted to
become “all-hazard response organizations.”368

Fire departments have pivoted and refocused their employees’ roles in a way that
provides more value to their stakeholders and the communities they serve, while still
maintaining their core mission of saving lives. Law enforcement agencies must heed the
lessons learned from fire departments and recognize what new advantages and challenges
APV technology will create for the law enforcement officer. It appears from the research
that the APV will create several new opportunities for law enforcement officers to
achieve, yet they must be cautious of the potential drawbacks as well. They must also
recognize a potential void for law enforcement officers to fill when the APV is rolled out.
Fire departments recognized that fewer fires resulted due to technological advancements
and identified a void in EMS incidents. The technologically advanced APV may create a
void in other areas of law enforcement for officers to pursue. This void may only present
itself once the APV is in service and fully functional; thus, law enforcement agencies
should be mindful of this possible void to pivot and be successful in the future.

While APV technology will present many regulatory, legal, and ethical challenges
for companies, lawmakers, and law enforcement agencies, this thesis does not discuss
these concerns in great detail. In addition, this thesis does not recommend a draft policy
or specific legislation for the implementation of APV technology. Law enforcement
agencies will need to work with automobile manufacturers as well as lawmakers to
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implement policies specific to each agency and legislation specific to each state. These would be additional areas that will require further research.

B. CONCLUSION

From the invention of the electrical telegraph system to the cellular phone, or from the first electronic calculator to ubiquitous computing, technology has touched almost everything, and do not assume that this situation will change in the near future. A human driver drove the first automobile in 1886, and 91 years later, the first truly AV was unveiled. The advancement of this automotive technology means it will be only a few short years before AVs become commonplace on U.S. roads and freeways. The AVs may potentially impact hundreds of organizations in the private sector, but they will also impact several organizations in the public sector, such as law enforcement agencies. The APV is one way for law enforcement agencies to leverage AV technology.

The APV is a technological advanced platform that incorporates wireless sensor networks, such as thermal imagers, ALPRs, facial recognition, air sampling sensors, and gunshot detection systems. The APV has the potential to impact law enforcement officers by making their jobs both safer and more efficient; but not however, without some unintended consequences for law enforcement agencies to consider. These unintended consequences may be a reduced law enforcement workforce that has enhanced IT skills, but a reduced practical skillset. While not possibly a specific issue for some, law enforcement agencies should be aware of these factors to mitigate any potential concerns. By not understanding these factors, it could be detrimental for law enforcement agencies implementing the APV. Research has shown that other public organizations, such as fire departments, have adapted to new technologies in their field by identifying a void that needs to be filled. The APV will ultimately have a significant impact on law enforcement agencies with endless opportunities while at the same time reducing the risk to its officers, therefore, this thesis recommends that law enforcement agencies should find a void to fill when the APV becomes realized. This void may only present itself once the APV is in service and fully functional; thus, law enforcement agencies should be mindful of this possible void in order to pivot for sustained future success.
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